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For the first time this year, the Overview 
offers a comparative analysis of economic 
management approaches between Quebec 
and Canada as a whole and six OECD 
member nations – Denmark, Finland, 
Norway, the Netherlands, the United 
Kingdom and Sweden – recognized for 
their quite remarkable economic success 
over the past three decades. 
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iNTRODUCTiON

This is the fourth edition of Productivity and Prosperity in Quebec. This year’s Overview, in keeping 
with its raison d’être, has the same goal as in previous years: to examine current trends in productivity 
and the standard of living in Quebec and across Canada, and to suggest concrete steps for improving 
Quebeckers’ and other Canadians’ standard of living.

This edition is divided into three sections. The first looks at the main indicators of productivity and the 
standard of living for Quebec, the other Canadian provinces and several OECD countries. This section 
includes an analysis of trends over the past 30 years. It examines trends in the standard of living as measured 
by gross domestic product (per capita GDP) and in its main determinants, i.e. labour productivity, work 
intensity, the employment rate and the demographic profile.

In an effort to underscore the close connection between unit labour costs and labour productivity, Section 1 
also looks at the competitiveness of the Quebec and Canadian economies, with an analysis of trends in 
unit labour costs.

While Section 1 is intended to be primarily descriptive, Sections 2 and 3 deal more with the determinants 
of the standard of living and productivity. More specifically, Section 2 is entirely devoted to education, the 
key long-term determinant of a society’s standard of living. That section paints a comprehensive portrait of 
education trends in Quebec and the rest of Canada over the past fifty years. It draws certain comparisons 
with a number of OECD countries whose approaches to education policies could inspire us. Lastly, Section 3 
offers a comparative analysis of economic management approaches between Quebec and Canada as a 
whole, on the one hand, and six OECD member nations, on the other. These countries – Denmark, 
Finland, Norway, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Sweden – were selected because of their quite 
remarkable economic success over the past three decades. 

This comparative analysis covers four themes: the public sector, competitiveness of goods markets, tax policy 
and assistance for businesses and, lastly, the labour market. For each of these themes, we analyze the different 
economic management practices in these countries and compare them with those in Quebec or across 
Canada. On the basis of this exercise, we then formulate a series of recommendations that could contribute 
to significant productivity and standard of living growth both in Quebec and in Canada as a whole.

Although Productivity and Prosperity in Quebec is the main initiative of the HEC Montréal Centre for 
Productivity and Prosperity, it is by no means the only one. We also carry out many research projects on 
productivity and the standard of living in Quebec and Canada-wide, their trends and their determinants. All 
our studies are published and available free of charge on our website, at www.hec.ca/cpp.

In closing, we should note that any readers interested in the details of data and calculation methods used 
in this Overview can click on the links beneath the tables and figures. This information is also available in a 
methodological appendix available on our website.

http://www.hec.ca/cpp
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QUEBEC iN THE WORLD
Gross domestic product (GDP) measures the total revenue generated by an economy. It corresponds to 
the value, at market prices, of all the final goods and services produced in an economy over a given period. 
It is worth repeating this definition, since it specifies that GDP actually measures the wealth produced by a 
society. This wealth is then distributed among citizens (employment and investment income, etc.) and the 
state, which collects some portion in taxes to allow it to fulfil its mission of redistributing wealth and pay for 
public services. In this sense, per capita GDP is a useful measurement of a society’s standard of living, since 
it indicates the average wealth produced per inhabitant. Per capita GDP thus indicates potential in terms of 
revenue for individuals and the state. It can be considered the budgetary constraint on a society.

Table 1 presents the per capita GDP of a number of OECD countries and Quebec for 2011. The data for 
all countries, except Canada, have been converted into Canadian dollars using a purchasing power parity 
exchange rate (see the What is purchasing power parity? box, page 23).

999
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1  OECD-20: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States. These countries were selected because 
their historical data were readily available. By and large, our analysis covers the period from 1981 to 2011. (Today, the OECD has  
34 members – i.e., in addition to the aforementioned, Austria, Chile, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Luxembourg, 
Mexico, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Turkey.)

TABLE 1
PER CAPITA GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT PURCHASING POWER 
PARITY, SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per capita and in percentages)

Rank
Per capita 

GDP 
in 2011

Average 
annual growth

1981-1991

Average 
annual growth

1991-2001

Average 
annual growth

2001-2011

Average 
annual growth

1981-2011

($) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Norway 1 76,254 2.28 3.00 0.51 1.92

United States 3 59,552 1.96 2.32 0.69 1.66

Netherlands 4 52,809 1.98 2.47 0.89 1.78

Sweden 7 50,961 1.74 2.01 1.77 1.84

Denmark 8 50,445 2.25 2.12 0.18 1.51

Canada 9 49,902 1.00 2.28 0.86 1.38

Germany 10 48,297 2.58 1.29 1.15 1.67

Finland 12 46,394 1.85 2.57 1.39 1.94

United Kingdom 14 43,680 2.54 3.08 0.83 2.14

France 15 43,302 1.84 1.58 0.46 1.29

Japan 16 42,294 4.01 0.58 0.59 1.71

Quebec 41,759 0.68 2.31 0.90 1.30

Italy 17 40,597 2.43 1.59 -0.41 1.20

Average,  
OECD-20 countries1 48,891 2.38 2.41 0.93 1.90

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB1.xlsx

Table 1 shows that per capita GDP in Quebec stood at $41,759 in 2011, positioning the province between 
the 16th (Japan) and 17th (Italy) placed OECD countries. By way of comparison, Canada, with per capita 
GDP of $49,902, was 9th among OECD countries that same year. Note also that many of the top-ranking 
countries were located in Northern Europe: Norway (1st), the Netherlands (4th), Sweden (7th), Denmark 
(8th) and Finland (12th). The average for the selected OECD countries was $48,891, placing Canada slightly 
above the average and Quebec far below.
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Table 1 also illustrates the average annual growth in per capita GDP by decade and for the entire period 
from 1981 to 2011. It can be seen that per capita GDP in Quebec grew at an annual average rate of 1.30% 
over the past 30 years. Growth was similar for Canada as a whole (1.38%), but significantly higher on 
average in the OECD countries (1.90%). If we analyze these data by decade, it can be seen that Quebec’s 
best performance was in the 1990s, when its average annual growth reached 2.31%. This increase was not 
sufficient to outstrip the average for the selected countries (2.41%), however. In fact, Quebec’s performance 
lagged behind the average for the selected countries in each of the decades analyzed. The 1980s were more 
difficult than the rest, though, with growth in Quebec (0.68%) clearly below the average for the selected 
countries (2.38%).

On the other hand, the picture is a bit brighter if Quebec is compared with the rest of Canada. Table 2 repeats 
the Quebec and Canada data from Table 1, and adds other parts of the country. The data have been corrected 
for inflation, but do not take account of differences in the cost of living between the various regions. 

In standard of living terms, Quebec comes out slightly ahead of the Maritime provinces, where per capita 
GDP was $39,628 in 2011. However, it lagged behind all the other parts of the country in this respect.  
The prize goes to Alberta, with per capita GDP of $78,102; the province obviously benefits from oil and 
gas revenues. 

TABLE 2
PER CAPITA GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, CANADA AND REGIONS 

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per capita and in percentages)

Per capita GDP 
in 2011

Average annual 
growth

1981-1991

Average annual 
growth

1991-2001

Average annual 
growth

2001-2011

Average annual 
growth

1981-2011

($) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Newfoundland and Labrador 61,400 2.19 3.04 3.46 2.89

Maritimes 39,628 1.93 2.36 1.48 1.92

Quebec 41,759 0.68 2.31 0.90 1.30

Ontario 47,920 0.82 2.32 0.34 1.16

Prairies (w/o Alberta) 55,110 1.20 1.99 1.51 1.57

Alberta 78,102 0.67 2.34 0.56 1.19

British Columbia 47,105 0.07 0.84 1.40 0.77

Canada 49,902 1.00 2.28 0.86 1.38

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB2.xlsx
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These four factors are multiplied to obtain per capita GDP, as shown in Figure 1, below.

FiGURE 1

The 1990s were more positive all across the country, with the exception of British Columbia. All in all, 
over a thirty-year period, the strongest average annual growth was in Newfoundland and Labrador, thanks 
mainly to the discovery and exploitation of offshore oil resources in recent years. The situation in Ontario 
resembled that in Quebec. Of course, per capita GDP in Ontario was higher ($47,920, or about 15% 
greater), but the recent trend suggests that the situations in the two provinces may be edging closer to one 
another. In the 2000s, average annual standard of living growth in Ontario was a meagre 0.34%, compared 
with 0.90% in Quebec. It will be important to see whether this convergence continues in years to come. 
One thing is sure: in the current context, the fact that standards of living in Quebec and Ontario are 
growing closer is due more to weak growth in Ontario than to any gains in Quebec. 

The standard of living as measured by per capita GDP can be decomposed into four distinct factors: 

• labour productivity, i.e. GDP per hour worked

• work intensity, i.e. hours worked per job

• the employment rate, i.e. number of jobs as a proportion of the working-age population

• the demographic profile, i.e. the working-age population as a proportion of the total population

STANDARD
OF LiViNG

Gross domestic 
product

Total Population

LABOUR
PRODCTiViTY

Gross domestic 
product

Hours Worked

WORK
iNTENSiTY

Hours Worked

Number of Jobs

EMPLOYMENT
RATE

Number of Jobs

Population  
Aged 15 and over

DEMOGRAPHiC
PROFiLE

Population 
Aged 15 and over

Total Population
= x x x

Table 3 shows the results of this decomposition applied to standard of living growth from 1981 to 2011 in 
certain OECD countries, including Canada, and in Quebec.
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TABLE 3
DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROWTH IN PER CAPITA GROSS 
DOMESTIC PRODUCT, SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC 
(1981-2011)

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per capita)

Growth in per 
capita GDP 

1981-2011

Labour 
productivity

Work intensity
Employment 

rate
Demographic 

profile

($) ($) ($) ($) ($)

Norway 33,206 32,939 -5,552 3,434 2,385

United States 23,160 22,298 664 -1,150 1,348

Netherlands 21,706 17,485 -4,869 6,821 2,269

Sweden 21,482 20,649 3,007 -3,514 1,341

Denmark 18,312 19,359 -2,337 104 1,187

Canada 16,827 15,364 -2,596 868 3,190

Germany 18,916 20,868 -7,162 3,224 1,986

Finland 20,302 26,343 -3,404 -4,171 1,534

United Kingdom 20,568 19,976 -1,648 962 1,277

France 13,834 20,417 -6,669 -1,670 1,756

Japan 16,900 23,650 -6,562 -4,504 4,316

Quebec 13,386 11,188 -3,169 2,841 2,526

Italy 12,190 11,349 -1,716 -637 3,193

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB3.xlsx

Per capita GDP in Quebec has risen by $13,386 since 1981 (or an annual average of 1.30%, as shown in 
Table 1). Almost all the countries in our analysis experienced higher growth. At the top is Norway, where 
the standard of living has increased by $33,206 per capita since 1981, the United States with growth of 
$23,160 per capita, and the Netherlands with gains of $21,706 per capita. At the bottom of the list is 
France, which slightly outperformed Quebec with an increase of $13,834 per capita, and Italy, where the 
standard of living has risen by $12,190 since 1981.

When these increases in the standard of living are decomposed into the four factors listed above, it can be 
seen that standard of living growth can be explained essentially by labour productivity gains. For Denmark, 
Germany, Finland, France and Japan, over 100% of the increase in the standard of living is directly attributable 
to labour productivity gains since 1981. In other words, work intensity, the employment rate and the 
demographic profile have almost no impact on long-term standard of living growth. Taken separately, each 
of these factors has some degree of influence, but their global effect on boosting the standard of living is 
practically nil.
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TABLE 4
DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROWTH IN PER CAPITA GROSS 
DOMESTIC PRODUCT, CANADA AND REGIONS (1981-2011) 

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per capita)

Growth in per 
capita GDP 
1981-2011

Labour 
productivity

Work intensity
Employment 

rate
Demographic 

profile

($) ($) ($) ($) ($)

Newfoundland and Labrador 35,314 24,310 -2,213 5,565 7,652

Maritimes 17,254 12,129 -1,563 3,296 3,392

Quebec 13,386 11,188 -3,169 2,841 2,526

Ontario 13,972 14,803 -2,199 -1,182 2,550

Prairies (w/o Alberta) 20,566 18,876 -3,208 2,159 2,739

Alberta 23,286 21,794 -3,175 33 4,635

British Columbia  9,667 9,521 -2,694 -349 3,189

Canada 16,827 15,364 -2,596 868 3,190

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB4.xlsx

If we limit our analysis to standard of living growth since 2001, we can see that labour productivity plays an 
even greater role. For the United States, labour productivity gains represent about 2.5 times the growth in 
the standard of living over the past decade, as shown in Table 5. For the OECD countries as a whole, labour 
productivity gains account for 134% of the standard of living growth observed since 2001. The other three 
factors taken together contributed to limiting standard of living growth. Similar conclusions emerge when 
standard of living growth for the different regions of Canada since 2001 is decomposed, as shown in Table 6.

We can draw essentially the same conclusion for Canada as a whole, as shown in Table 4. Labour productivity 
growth explains most of the increase in the standard of living not only for Quebec, but also for Ontario, 
the Prairies (without Alberta), Alberta and British Columbia. The long-term effect of the other three factors 
is fairly marginal for Canada as a whole and for most other regions of the country, with the exception of 
Newfoundland and Labrador and the Maritimes. So it is not surprising that over 90% of the standard of 
living growth observed in Canada since 1981 is attributable to labour productivity gains.
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TABLE 5
DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROWTH IN PER CAPITA GROSS 
DOMESTIC PRODUCT, SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC 
(2001–2011)

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per capita)

Growth in per 
capita GDP 

2001-2011

Labour 
productivity

Work intensity
Employment 

rate
Demographic 

profile

($) ($) ($) ($) ($)

Norway 3,800 1,601 -122 880 1,441

United States 3,949 10,103 -754 -6,247 848

Netherlands 4,498 5,809 -1,624 -479 792

Sweden 8,212 8,071 722 -1,622 1,042

Denmark 909 3,659 -1,186 -2,032 468

Canada 4,106 3,968 -1,860 327 1,671

Germany 5,202 4,401 -1,337 1,133 1,005

Finland 5,985 5,993 -1,242 430 804

United Kingdom 3,455 5,847 -2,015 -1,094 717

France 1,922 4,239 -1,102 -1,500 286

Japan 2,428 5,149 -1,891 -1,592 762

Quebec 3,597 3,191 -2,139 1,546 999

Italy -1,706 217 -1,589 -465 131

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB5.xlsx

TABLE 6
DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROWTH IN PER CAPITA GROSS 
DOMESTIC PRODUCT, CANADA AND REGIONS (2001-2011)

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per capita)

Growth in per 
capita GDP 
2001-2011

Labour  
productivity

Work intensity
Employment 

rate
Demographic 

profile

($) ($) ($) ($) ($)

Newfoundland and Labrador 17,708 12,688 -1,026 4,613 1,433

Maritimes 5,431 4,672 -1,646 1,124 1,281

Quebec 3,597 3,191 -2,139 1,546 999

Ontario 1,581 2,981 -2,077 -975 1,653

Prairies (w/o Alberta) 7,688 6,966 -1,774 1,268 1,228

Alberta 4,272 3,284 -1,778 770 1,996

British Columbia 6,112 4,629 -902 913 1,472

Canada 4,106 3,968 -1,860 327 1,671

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB6.xlsx
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PRODUCTiViTY GROWTH:  
THE KEY ELEMENT 
A closer analysis of the different factors influencing the standard of living proves beyond a doubt that, over 
the long term, labour productivity plays a key role in economic growth. As shown in Table 7, the goal here 
is to examine labour productivity more specifically – i.e. GDP per hour worked – in Quebec and all of 
Canada and situate it in an international context. This analysis tells us that, in 2011, labour productivity in 
Quebec was $51.94 per hour worked, as compared with $57.45 in Canada as a whole. This performance 
places both Quebec and Canada overall at the back of the pack of the selected OECD countries in terms 
of labour productivity. Norway, a country whose economy depends to a large extent on natural resources, 
obviously stands out from the rest with labour productivity of $100.42 per hour worked in 2011. However, 
many countries in which natural resources do not make such a large contribution as in Canada, or even in 
Quebec, have excellent labour productivity: the Netherlands ($73.72), France ($71.16), the United States 
($68.94), Germany ($68.11) and Denmark ($65.58). Note that with labour productivity equivalent to that 
of Denmark, per capita GDP in Quebec would soar by close to $11,000, to reach $52,725, or an increase 
of more than 25%!

In 2011, labour productivity in Quebec  
was $51.94 per hour worked, as compared 
with $57.45 in Canada as a whole.  
This performance places both Quebec  
and Canada overall at the back of the  
pack of the selected countries in terms  
of labour productivity. 
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TABLE 7
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER HOUR WORKED AT PURCHASING 
POWER PARITY, SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per hour worked)

Rank
GDP per hour 

worked

in 2011

Average 
annual growth

1981-1991

Average 
annual growth

1991-2001

Average 
annual growth

2001-2011

Average 
annual growth

1981-2011

($) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Norway   1 100.42 2.81 2.72 0.22 1.91

Netherlands   3 73.72 1.88 1.26 1.16 1.43

France   5 71.16 2.80 1.94 1.01 1.91

United States   6 68.94 1.35 1.65 1.77 1.59

Germany   7 68.11 2.52 2.05 0.97 1.84

Denmark   9 65.58 2.42 1.66 0.73 1.60

Sweden 10 63.60 1.28 2.29 1.74 1.77

Finland 12 59.77 3.10 3.08 1.39 2.52

United Kingdom 14 57.86 1.73 3.12 1.40 2.08

Canada 15 57.45 1.09 1.86 0.83 1.26

Italy 16 56.20 1.74 1.56 0.05 1.11

Quebec 51.94 0.70 1.74 0.80 1.08

Japan 17 49.01 4.01 1.97 1.26 2.41

Average, OECD-20 62.90 2.36 2.19 1.29 1.94

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB7.xlsx

Table 7 confirms the important role of labour productivity among the different determinants of the standard 
of living. We have already seen that Quebec ranks between the 16th and 17th placed OECD countries in 
standard of living terms. It holds the same rank for labour productivity.

This disappointing performance by Quebec and Canada as a whole in 2011 is the fruit of 30 years of anemic 
labour productivity gains. While the average annual labour productivity performance of the countries in 
Table 7 from 1981 to 2011 was 1.94%, it was only 1.08% in Quebec and 1.26% in Canada as a whole. Some 
countries even posted average annual growth exceeding 2%: Finland (2.52%), Japan (2.41%) and the United 
Kingdom (2.08%). And yet these are not countries particularly blessed with natural resources. 

Table 8 repeats this analysis, but this time for Canada. Once again, it is no surprise to see that regions 
rich in oil and gas lead the ranking. However, Quebec trails badly, outpacing only the Maritimes, where 
labour productivity in 2011 was $47.53 per hour worked. In Ontario, a province with which Quebec 
often compares itself, labour productivity was slightly higher in 2011, at $54.53, or about 5% better than  
in Quebec.
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In terms of growth, Newfoundland and Labrador take the prize, with an average annual rate of 1.98% over 
the past three decades. British Columbia comes in last, with a mere 0.76%.

TABLE 8
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY HOUR WORKED,  
CANADA AND REGIONS 

(In 2011 Canadian dollars per hour worked and in percentages)

GDP per 
hour worked

in 2011

Average annual 
growth

1981-1991

Average annual 
growth

1991-2001

Average annual 
growth

2001-2011

Average annual 
growth

1981-2011

($) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Newfoundland and Labrador 79.19 1.63 1.86 2.47 1.98

Maritimes 47.53 1.28 1.49 1.28 1.35

Quebec 51.94 0.70 1.74 0.80 1.08

Ontario 54.53 1.08 1.97 0.63 1.22

Prairies (w/o Alberta) 62.53 1.26 1.69 1.37 1.44

Alberta 75.92 1.27 1.63 0.43 1.11

British Columbia 56.63 0.01 1.21 1.06 0.76

Canada 57.45 1.09 1.86 0.83 1.26

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB8.xlsx

The next two sections of this 2012 Overview will look at the factors that we are convinced are at the root 
of these disappointing results in terms of labour productivity growth in Quebec and Canada as a whole, 
and consequently their relatively low standards of living. Before addressing these questions, however, we 
will briefly consider the consequences of lacklustre labour productivity growth on the competitiveness of 
the Quebec and Canadian economies. 
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COMPETiTiVENESS OF THE QUEBEC  
AND CANADiAN ECONOMiES
Labour productivity plays a crucial role in evaluating the competitiveness of our economy. There are 
different ways of calculating this competitiveness, but the one that is easiest to understand and that allows 
the most accurate comparisons among different economies is definitely unit labour costs. Unit labour 
costs determine the labour cost per unit produced. In practice, they are the result of dividing total labour 
compensation2 by gross domestic product, expressed in real terms. They are calculated as follows: 

Unit labour costs = Total compensation / Gross domestic product

Using this equation, it is easy to see that an increase in unit labour costs corresponds to the difference 
between the increase in labour compensation and the increase in labour productivity, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.

FiGURE 2

UNiT LABOUR COSTS TOTAL HOURLY 
COMPENSATiON PRODUCTiViTY

Growth in unit labour costs 
=

Growth 

–

Growth 

in total compensation in GDP

Hours worked Hours worked 

This relationship is particularly useful if we want to look at the competitiveness of an economy, since it 
allows us to consider the impact of inflationary pressures from rising compensation. So an increase in unit 
labour costs means that labour compensation has risen more quickly than labour productivity. In other 
words, the cost of labour has grown faster than its output. Inversely, lower unit labour costs mean that 
labour productivity has outpaced hourly compensation, so that productivity gains were high enough to 
cover the increase in labour costs. 

Table 9 shows the trends in unit labour costs from 1981 to 2010 for some OECD countries including 
Canada, and Quebec. For instance, it reveals that since 1981, unit labour costs in Japan have fallen by about 
19%, because labour productivity growth there has exceeded growth in hourly labour compensation by 
19 percentage points. 

2  This is the total cost of labour borne by employers. In addition to the wages paid, total compensation includes all remuneration in cash 
and in kind to employees, i.e. bonuses, fringe benefits and other job-related benefits and contributions.
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TABLE 9
DECOMPOSITION OF THE VARIATION IN UNIT LABOUR COSTS, 
SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC (1981-2010)

(In percentages)

Variation in unit  
labour costs

Variation in hourly 
compensation 

Variation in labour 
productivity

(%) (%) (%)

Japan -18.74 46.02 64.76

Germany 46.17 111.73 65.56

Netherlands 56.67 108.97 52.31

France 97.14 176.43 79.28

United States 97.34 165.05 67.71

Quebec 100.78 145.87 45.09

Canada 109.12 163.37 54.25

Finland 120.64 232.16 111.52

Denmark 131.14 204.31 73.17

Sweden 144.78 227.29 82.51

United Kingdom 166.74 268.34 101.60

Norway 193.17 295.29 102.12

Spain 260.35 357.49 97.13
 

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB9.xlsx

In this ranking, Quebec sits around the middle of the pack. Unit labour costs here have grown by about 
100% over the past three decades, i.e. meaning they have doubled. This is a smaller increase than in many 
European countries, like Spain (260%), Norway (193%) and the United Kingdom (167%). Unit labour costs 
in Canada as a whole have grown slightly more than in Quebec (109%). Aside from Japan, many countries 
in our sample have seen increases in unit labour costs of less than Quebec. Here we are referring to the 
United States (97%), France (97%), the Netherlands (57%) and Germany (46%). In other words, Quebec 
has lost ground in terms of competitiveness with these countries. 

When we examine the factors underlying these increases in unit labour costs, it can be seen that certain 
countries have been able to make up for fairly large rises in their hourly compensation thanks to sustained 
labour productivity growth. This is the case, in particular, for France and the United States, where hourly 
labour compensation has risen more quickly than in Quebec. Note also that because of their stronger 
labour productivity growth, these two countries have done better than Quebec at limiting increases in unit 
labour costs. 

= –
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Finland’s experience also deserves special mention. Growth in unit labour costs there has been moderate, 
at 121% over the past 30 years, despite a substantial 232% increase in total hourly compensation. The strong 
labour productivity growth (112%) made it possible to considerably mitigate the negative impact of the 
marked increase in hourly labour compensation on the country’s competitiveness. Quebec, with relatively 
modest labour productivity growth, has not lost a great deal of ground in terms of competitiveness, thanks 
to its relatively limited increase in hourly labour compensation. The same conclusion applies to Canada as 
a whole.

In short, both Quebec and all of Canada seem to have been able to maintain acceptable international 
competitiveness by limiting labour compensation growth, rather than making major productivity gains. 

In comparison with other Canadian provinces, it can be seen that Quebec is positioned relatively well, 
despite its lower labour productivity growth. As shown in Table 10, growth in hourly labour compensation 
has generally been slower in Quebec than in the other provinces, allowing it to maintain acceptable 
competitiveness, despite its poor labour productivity performance. It can also be seen that unit labour costs 
have grown most slowly in Newfoundland and Labrador, where the rise in hourly compensation has been 
partly offset by substantial labour productivity gains.

TABLE 10
DECOMPOSITION OF THE VARIATION IN UNIT LABOUR COSTS, 
CANADA AND REGIONS (1981-2011)

Variation in 
unit labour costs  

Variation in hourly 
compensation 

Variation in labour 
productivity

(%) (%) (%)

Newfoundland and Labrador 86.21 167.92 81.71

Maritimes 110.17 169.77 59.60

Quebec 104.13 151.27 47.13

Ontario 120.11 175.71 55.60

Prairies (w/o Alberta) 113.87 178.08 64.21

Alberta 157.47 212.64 55.17

British Columbia 108.16 141.54 33.37

Canada 112.36 168.39 56.03

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB10.xlsx

= –
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Overall, then, the economies of Quebec and Canada as a whole have managed to remain competitive 
internationally despite their relatively low labour productivity growth, thanks to a moderate rise in labour 
compensation. The same conclusion applies when we compare Quebec with the other regions of the 
country. We also found that the only factor likely to increase the standard of living in the long term is labour 
productivity. This analysis leads us to conclude that an economy with high productivity and compensation 
is preferable to one with lower productivity and compensation. Accordingly, we have to wonder what it is 
that is impeding productivity growth in Quebec and Canada as a whole. We will attempt to answer this 
question in the following sections. 

The only factor likely to increase a 
society’s standard of living in the long 
term is labour productivity. Now we 
have to understand what it is that 
is impeding productivity growth in 
Quebec and Canada as a whole. 
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WHAT DOES PURCHASING  
POWER PARITY MEAN?
How can we compare per capita GDP in Quebec, of $41,759 (Canadian dollars) in 2011, with that in 
Sweden, of 369,887 Swedish kronor (SEK) in that same year?

OFFICIAL EXCHANGE RATE
We can start by converting data using the official exchange rate. For instance, in 2011 the exchange rate 
for Swedish currency was 6.56 SEK for each Canadian dollar. Using this rate, the per capita GDP in Sweden, 
measured in Canadian dollars, would be $56,366.

While this approach has the advantage of being simple to use, it also has some serious flaws. Official 
exchange rates are subject to sharp and sometimes large fluctuations. These short-term variations may be 
completely unrelated to the country’s actual economic conditions and could bias international comparisons. 

More important still, official exchange rates do not take account of the differences in the cost of living 
between the countries being compared. Suppose, for instance, that a Swede has to pay twice as much 
as someone in Quebec for rent and groceries. What then are we to conclude concerning the respective 
standards of living of these two economies? Even if the official exchange rate shows that per capita GDP 
is higher in Sweden, the purchasing power of the Canadian dollar (i.e. the quantity of goods and services 
that a dollar can buy in Quebec) appears greater than that of the Swedish kronor. So clearly it is difficult to 
draw any conclusions regarding the two countries’ relative standards of living using just the official exchange 
rate as the conversion factor.

PURCHASING POWER PARITY EXCHANGE RATE 
To avoid this kind of problem, some organizations3 publish purchasing power parity exchange rates. These 
exchange rates take account of differences in standards of living by measuring the purchasing power of 
different currencies based on a standard basket of goods. Purchasing power parity exchange rates thus 
compare the amount of the national currency required to buy a specific quantity of goods and services, 
giving an exchange rate that compensates for the differences in prices from one country to another. For 
example, in 2011, the purchasing power parity exchange rate between Sweden and Canada (including 
Quebec) was 7.26 SEK per Canadian dollar. In other words, with 7.26 SEK one could buy the same quantity 
of goods in Sweden as with one dollar in Quebec.

3   For purposes of this study we are using OECD purchasing power parity exchange rates. For more details, see the methodological 
appendix: http://stat.cpp.ca/2012overview/annexe.pdf.

http://stat.cpp.ca/bilan2012/annexe.pdf
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As an illustration, suppose that someone living in Quebec wanted to move to Sweden and converted all 
her personal wealth into Swedish kronor. At the official exchange rate, she would receive 6.56 SEK per 
dollar. If the price level were the same in the two economies, this exchange rate would make it possible for 
her to buy exactly the same amount of goods and services once she had moved to Sweden. In fact, the cost 
of living is slightly higher in Sweden. It takes 7.26 SEK to purchase the amount of goods that one Canadian 
dollar could buy in Quebec. 

Now let us return to the standard of living comparison. We saw that per capita GDP in Sweden was 
$56,366 when we converted the kronor at the official exchange rate. If we use the purchasing power parity 
exchange rate instead, the Swedish standard of living is $50,961, or about $5,400 less than when converted 
with the official exchange rate.

The figure below shows the standards of living of the selected countries in Table 1, at official exchange rates 
and purchasing power parity exchange rates. While the differences between the two rates are marginal on 
the whole, there are some relatively important gaps for certain countries. This is the case for Norway and, 
to a lesser extent, Denmark, where the official exchange rates do not seem to reflect the actual purchasing 
power of the national currencies. 

PER CAPITA GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT THE OFFICIAL 
EXCHANGE RATE AND THE PURCHASING POWER PARITY 
EXCHANGE RATE, SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC (2011)
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Official exchange rates do not take 
account of the differences in the cost 
of living between the countries being 

compared. To avoid this kind of problem, 
some organizations publish purchasing 
power parity exchange rates that take 

account of differences in standards 
of living by measuring the purchasing 

power of different currencies based on 
a standard basket of goods.
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A recent study by the Centre for Productivity and Prosperity points to significant gaps in wealth between 
Quebec and the other provinces.4 Among other conclusions, the report reveals that the richest men in 
Quebec are still not as wealthy as their counterparts elsewhere in Canada. More specifically, the study 
shows that, elsewhere in Canada in 2007-2008, the richest 40% of men reported income after tax and 
transfers that was 20% to 22% higher than Quebec men in the same income bracket. More than 60% of 
this difference is thought to be attributable to the fact that Quebec men in the top income brackets are 
not as well educated as their Canadian counterparts. This kind of gap, in income and schooling, does not 
apply among poorer Quebeckers. 

These results may be spectacular, but they are hardly surprising. A Quebec study based on Canadian census 
data shows, in fact, that the return on investment in a university education is far superior to the return on 
other levels of schooling.5 Another, similar study concluded that, over the entire working life of a typical 
Quebecker, a bachelor’s degree will translate into up to 50% more income than for someone holding a high 
school diploma or college degree.6

Many more extensive studies support these findings. A study of 21 OECD countries showed, in fact, that 
an additional year of schooling on average results in a salary increase of more than 8%.7 The income gap in 
Quebec between university graduates and high school graduates is identical to that in all OECD countries.8

This illustrates how education is a powerful economic lever. It increases individual wealth, encourages 
innovation of all kinds in a society and contributes to growth in collective wealth thanks to the broader tax 
base resulting from greater individual wealth and innovations.

In this section we will analyze the historic evolution of education in Quebec in order to identify trends that 
could explain the province’s current economic performance. Drawing on Canadian census data and the 
Labour Force Survey (LFS), we will attempt to determine whether the relative lag in Quebeckers’ schooling 
in the early 1960s has been sufficiently absorbed since then so that it no longer impedes economic growth 
in Quebec.

2727

4  Daniel Parent (2012), Inégalités de revenu et inégalités de consommation au Québec et au Canada, Centre for Productivity and Prosperity, 
HEC Montréal, February.

5  E. Bourdeau, P.  Lefebvre and P.  Merrigan (2011), Provincial Returns to Education for 21 to 35 years-old: Results from the 1991-2006 
Canadian Analytic Census Files, CIRPÉE, February, 53 p.

6  P. Ebrahimi and F.  Vaillancourt (2010), Le rendement privé et social de l’éducation universitaire au Québec : estimations reposant sur le 
Recensement de 2006, CIRANO, November, 39 p.

7  R. Boarini and H. Strauss (2007), The Private Internal Rates of Return to Tertiary Education: New Estimates for 21 OECD Countries, OECD 
Economics Department Working Papers, No. 591, OECD Publishing. 

8 OECD (2011), Education at a Glance 2011: OECD Indicators, OECD.Publishing.
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A VARiABLE-GEOMETRY LAG iN EDUCATiON 
In the early l960s, Quebec’s lag in education was primarily characterized by lower high school graduation 
rates. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the proportion of the population ages 15 and up with a high school 
diploma was lower in Quebec (18.2%) than in Ontario (21.5%) or British Columbia (30.1%), while the 
proportion of people with a university degree was more comparable: Quebec 2.9%, Ontario 3.4% and 
British Columbia 3.2%. In relative terms, then, in 1960 about 85% as many people had high school diplomas 
in Quebec as in Ontario, and about 60% as many as in British Columbia. That same year, 85% as many 
people had university degrees in Quebec as in Ontario, and almost 91% as many as in British Columbia. 
Quebec lagged behind, and severely so, in terms of secondary education. 

FiGURE 1
PROPORTION OF THE POPULATION AGES 15 AND UP WITH  
A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG1.xlsx
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FiGURE 2
PROPORTION OF THE POPULATION AGES 15 AND UP WITH  
A UNIVERSITY DEGREE

(In percentages)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG2.xlsx

Although there has been considerable progress in the decades since then, these two indicators have 
headed in different directions. On the one hand, Quebec swiftly closed the gap in secondary education. 
By 1976, its performance was close to that of Ontario and the Prairies. The modernization of Quebec’s 
education system rapidly produced positive results. Today,9 about 75% of Quebeckers ages 15 and up have 
a high school diploma, as compared with 77.8% in Ontario, 74.1% on the Prairies and 80.1% in British 
Columbia. Although Quebec remains slightly behind Ontario and British Columbia, the relative gap is much 
narrower than in the early 1960s.

9   2006 Census. The compilation of 2011 Census data was not finished when this Overview was being prepared.
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When it comes to university education (Figure 2), however, we can see that Quebec has been unable 
to keep up with Ontario and British Columbia, despite their near parity in the early 1970s. A gap rapidly 
opened up between Quebec and Ontario. In 1981, 7.1% of Quebeckers ages 15 and up had a university 
degree, while in Ontario, 9.0% did. In other words, 85% as many Quebeckers as Ontarians had university 
degrees in 1961, but only 79% by 1981. Today, 16.5% of Quebeckers ages 15 and up hold a university 
degree, as opposed to 20.5% in Ontario and 19.3% in British Columbia. So a university education in Quebec 
today is about 81% as common as in Ontario, and 85% as in British Columbia. Although the prevalence of 
university education has grown in Quebec over the past 50 years, it must be admitted that this growth has 
been slightly faster in Ontario and British Columbia. This is certainly a setback for Quebec, particularly since 
we are living more than ever in what is now commonly referred to as a “knowledge society,” i.e. one whose 
development is increasingly based on the knowledge and know-how of its labour force.

Two clear conclusions can already be drawn from this analysis. On the one hand, Quebec has quickly closed 
up most of the gap in terms of secondary education since the early 1960s. However, these gains in Quebec 
are not exceptional, since all the provinces have made considerable progress in comparison with their levels 
of schooling in the early 1960s. The analysis also shows that Quebec’s relative level of university education 
has slipped in recent decades. Although Quebec has made major gains in secondary education, on the 
other hand it has lost ground at the university level.

Although the prevalence of university 
education has grown in Quebec over the past 
50 years, it must be admitted that this growth 
has been slightly faster in Ontario and British 
Columbia. This is certainly a setback for 
Quebec, particularly since we are living more 
than ever in a “knowledge society.” 
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PROGRESS TOWARD  
MALE-FEMALE EQUALiTY
The data available also allow us to analyze differences between men and women in terms of education. 
Here we will focus on university education, since this is where the differences between the sexes were 
most marked in the past. 

The following figures eloquently illustrate, first of all, the inequality between men and women in the early 
1970s. All else being equal, back then twice as many men as women in Quebec had university degrees. 
According to 1971 census data, 6.6% of men ages 15 or over had a university degree, as compared with 
only 2.7% of women (Figure 3).

The situation was similar in the other provinces, as shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. In Ontario, 7.3% of men ages 
15 and up had a university degree while the same was true of barely 3% of women. In British Columbia, 
these proportions were 6.6% and 3.3%, respectively. All in all, we can conclude that in the early 1970s, 
throughout Canada, proportionally half as many women as men had a university education.

That being said, tremendous progress was made between 1971 and 2006. In 35 years, the proportion of 
women ages 15 and up with a university degree increased more than fivefold. By 2006, 16.4% of Quebec 
women ages 15 and up held a university degree, essentially identical to the percentage of university-
educated men (16.6%).

While this represents particularly swift progress, Quebec’s situation was not unique. In 2006, women’s 
education level in Ontario and British Columbia was also five times higher than in the early 1970s. The 
disparity between men and women shrank to much the same extent across Canada.
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FiGURE 3
QUEBEC - PROPORTION OF MEN AND WOMEN AGES 15 AND UP 
WITH A UNIVERSITY DEGREE
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FiGURE 4
ONTARIO - PROPORTION OF MEN AND WOMEN AGES 15 AND UP 
WITH A UNIVERSITY DEGREE
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FiGURE 5
BRITISH COLUMBIA - PROPORTION OF MEN AND WOMEN AGES  
15 AND UP WITH A UNIVERSITY DEGREE

(In percentages)
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FiGURE 6
PRAIRIE PROVINCES - PROPORTION OF MEN AND WOMEN AGES  
15 AND UP WITH A UNIVERSITY DEGREE
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RELATiVE DECLiNE AMONG MEN
When we compare the situations of men and women in Quebec with those in other provinces, we can see 
that Quebec’s relative slippage in terms of university education is largely attributable to men. 

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate this observation by comparing men’s and women’s levels of education in certain 
provinces with those in Quebec for the years 1971 and 2006. The level of education in Quebec is assigned 
a value of 100. 

Figure 7 shows that there is now a large gap between the levels of university education among Quebec 
men and those in Ontario and British Columbia. In 2006, the university education rates among men in 
those two provinces were 20 to 25% higher than in Quebec, while in the early 1970s, Quebec and British 
Columbia were about even and Ontario was ahead by barely 10%. We can conclude, then, that the increase 
in university education levels among men was faster in Ontario and British Columbia than in Quebec. In 
other words, the relative situation of Quebec men deteriorated between the 1971 and 2006 censuses.

FIGURE 7
PROPORTION OF MEN AGES 15 AND UP WITH A  
UNIVERSITY DEGREE (1971 AND 2006)
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This contrasts with the situation for women. Figure 8 shows, first of all, that the relative situation of Quebec 
women in comparison with those in Ontario remained unchanged between the 1971 and 2006 censuses. 
In the early 1970s, 23% more Ontario women had a university degree than those in Quebec. In 2006, this 
gap was practically the same as 35 years earlier. In short, the relative situation of Quebec women did not 
improve in comparison with those in Ontario, but neither did it deteriorate.

When we compare the situation of Quebec women with those in British Columbia, we can see that 
Quebec women made even slightly faster progress in terms of university education. In 1971, 23% more 
women in British Columbia than in Quebec had a university education, while in 2006, the gap was only 15%. 
The situation is similar when it comes to women from Quebec and from the Prairies. 

FiGURE 8
PROPORTION OF WOMEN AGES 15 AND UP WITH A  
UNIVERSITY DEGREE (1971 AND 2006)
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This analysis proves that the relative situation of Quebec men has deteriorated over the years while the 
relative situation of women has remained stable in comparison with Ontario and is gradually catching up 
with the education rates for women on the Prairies and in British Columbia. The deterioration in Quebec’s 
relative situation in terms of university education is essentially due to the slower gains made by men. 

We must not conclude that the situation among Quebec women is now satisfactory.  Although their relative 
situation has remained stable in comparison with Ontario, we must remember that Quebec women’s 
starting point was far from exceptional. Under these conditions, their situation continues to give cause for 
concern even today.
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10  Here we are using the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED-97). Figures 9 and 10 refer to ISCED levels 5A and 6, 
which correspond to university degrees equivalent or superior to the bachelor’s degree in Canada. Note that these comparisons are 
intended mainly to establish general trends in countries’ relative education situations. 

LAGGiNG BEHiND THE REST OF CANADA
Although the gap between men and women in terms of university education has shrunk, the situation 
in Quebec remains troubling even today. Considerable gains have been made since the early 1960s, but 
the proportion of university graduates has not risen sharply enough to keep pace with Ontario or British 
Columbia. Quebec still trails these two provinces.

It is tempting to excuse this lag by claiming that the other provinces have performed exceptionally well. In 
other words, it is possible that Quebec suffers from the comparison with the rest of the country, and would 
post a more enviable performance if it were compared with international standards.

That is not the case, unfortunately. When we broaden the comparison to several OECD countries, the 
conclusions continue to be worrisome. Not only is Quebec underperforming the rest of Canada (and 
Canada is itself far from exceptional on the international scene), but generally speaking, Quebec also comes 
in far behind many OECD countries.

On the one hand, it can be seen that the proportion of men ages 25 to 64 with a university degree is much 
lower in Quebec than in the top-ranked countries (Figure 9).10 For instance, the proportion of men in the 
United States, the Netherlands and Japan with a university degree is up to 50% higher than in Quebec. 
Figure 10 also shows that the picture is not much brighter for women. In 2009, of the countries in our sample, 
only Japan, France, Spain and Germany had lower levels of university education for women than Quebec. 
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FiGURE 9
PROPORTION OF MEN AGES 25 TO 64 WITH A UNIVERSITY DEGREE, 
SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC (2009)

(In percentages)
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In terms of university education, not only 
is Quebec underperforming the rest of 

Canada (and Canada is itself far from 
exceptional on the international scene), but 

generally speaking, Quebec also comes in 
far behind many OECD countries. 
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FiGURE 10
PROPORTION OF WOMEN AGES 25 TO 64 WITH A UNIVERSITY 
DEGREE, SELECTED OECD COUNTRIES AND QUEBEC (2009)
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To conclude, our analysis shows very clearly that, like many other societies, Quebec has made considerable 
progress in terms of education over the past 50 years. Quebeckers’ high school education levels are now 
entirely comparable with those elsewhere in Canada. When it comes to university education, however, 
the results observed in Quebec show that there are still persistent gaps for both Quebec men and 
women in comparison with many Canadian provinces and OECD countries. The benefits of higher levels 
of university education, in both personal and societal terms, have been clearly proven. Quebec, despite a 
university system among the most financially accessible in the western world, is having trouble boosting 
university enrolment. Obviously, factors other than simple financial need are at work. One thing is sure: 
higher university enrolment is definitely one of the most effective ways of ensuring the province’s long-term 
economic prosperity.
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Quebeckers’ high school education levels 
are now entirely comparable with those 
elsewhere in Canada. When it comes to 

university education, however, the results 
observed in Quebec show that there are 

still persistent gaps for both Quebec men 
and women in comparison with many 

Canadian provinces and OECD countries. 
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TOP-PERFORMiNG COUNTRiES
The relative position of the Quebec economy deteriorated between 1981 and 2011. As we saw in the first 
part of this Overview, slow GDP and labour productivity growth held Quebec back, with the result that the 
standard of living here is now lower than the average for OECD countries. Thirty years ago, Quebec ranked 
in the top half of these same countries. The same observation applies with regard to the other provinces, 
although Canada’s economic performance has always been and remains slightly better than Quebec’s.

Over this same period, other small open economies headed in diametrically opposite directions. Between 
1981 and 2011, the Scandinavian countries - Finland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden – saw standard of 
living and labour productivity growth that helped pushed up the average for OECD countries. These 
countries are regularly cited as examples, since they have managed to combine solid economic growth 
with a highly developed social system, just as Quebec strives to do. Aside from the Scandinavian countries, 
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom also have remarkably healthy economies. Note, in fact, that the 
Netherlands are often compared with the Scandinavian countries because of the similarities between their 
economic and social systems.

And yet, barely thirty years ago, there was very little difference between Quebec’s standard of living and 
that of these countries. As shown in Table 11, Quebec, with per capita GDP of $28,373 in 1981, was better 
off than Finland and the United Kingdom and only slightly behind Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands. 
For the country as a whole, Canadians’ standard of living was second only to Norway.

The situation in 2011 is quite different. Anemic growth in Quebec’s standard of living (47%) since 1981 
has resulted in wider gaps between the province and these top-performing countries. Quebec is now in 
last place, far behind the United Kingdom and Finland. Canada is not much better off, and is also near the 
bottom of the heap today. 

414141
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TABLE 11
PER CAPITA GDP LEVELS AND GROWTH RATES (1981-2011)

1981 2011 1981-2011

(CDN$ 2011) (CDN$ 2011) (%)

Denmark 32,123 50,445 57

Norway 43,047 76,254 77

Sweden 29,479 50,961 73

United Kingdom 23,113 43,680 89

Netherlands 31,102 52,809 70

Finland 26,091 46,394 78

Canada 33,075 49,902 51

Quebec 28,373 41,759 47

  Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB11.xlsx

It is not just in its standard of living that Quebec trails the six countries selected for our analysis. In the 
early 1980s, Quebec’s labour productivity was comparable with that of these countries. In fact it was higher 
than that of Sweden, Finland and the United Kingdom. But the slow labour productivity growth in the years 
that followed – 38% over 30 years, as shown in Table 12– meant that Quebec could not maintain this lead. 
The gap between the province and the most productive country (Norway), which was only $19 per hour 
worked in 1981, rose to $48 in 2011. The same applied for Canada as a whole, where productivity grew by 
only 46%, for the second-worst performance, beating out only Quebec.

TABLE 12
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY LEVELS AND GROWTH (1981-2011)

1981 2011 1981-2011

(CDN$ 2011) (CDN$ 2011) (%)

Denmark 40.71 65.58 61

Norway 56.95 100.42 76

Sweden 37.58 63.60 69

United Kingdom 31.18 57.86 86

Netherlands 48.13 73.72 53

Finland 28.32 59.77 111

Canada 39.46 57.45 46

Quebec 37.60 51.94 38

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB12.xlsx
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In terms of employment, the situation in Quebec is once again much poorer than in the six countries 
used for our analysis. Table 13 shows the annual average unemployment and employment rates, from 
1981 to 2011, by decade. These measurements depict the health of the labour market and the capacity of 
an economy to generate employment.11 Compared with the countries used for analysis, in almost every 
instance, Quebec posted the poorest results between 1981 and 2011.

When we analyze these trends by decade, it can be seen that the 1990s were especially difficult for the 
Scandinavian countries. The labour market in Finland, Sweden, Norway and, to a lesser extent, Denmark 
sharply deteriorated, as was reflected in the rising unemployment rate and the low employment rate. 
Nonetheless, they quickly made up for this decline in the 2000s. 

The Netherlands was particularly successful in battling unemployment and generating employment. It 
started from much the same situation as Quebec in 1981, but still managed to raise the two indicators to 
levels comparable with the Scandinavian countries.  

TABLE 13
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE AND EMPLOYMENT RATE (1981-2011)

(In percentages) 

Average 
1981-2011

Average 
1981-1990

Average 
1991-2000

Average 
2001-2011

Unemployment 
rate

Employment 
rate

Unemployment 
rate

Employment 
rate

Unemployment 
rate

Employment 
rate

Unemployment 
rate

Employment 
rate

Denmark 6.95 76.76 8.32 76.38 7.33 75.39 5.35 78.36

Norway 3.82 77.62 3.16 76.50 4.70 76.44 3.62 79.71

Sweden 5.83 76.88 2.73 81.37 7.92 74.62 6.75 74.86

United  
Kingdom

7.80 69.92 9.87 67.74 7.95 69.61 5.78 72.18

Netherlands 6.35 69.16 10.11 61.51 5.62 69.38 3.61 76.59

Finland 8.49 68.51 4.74 73.42 12.57 63.22 8.19 68.87

Canada 8.63 70.35 9.46 68.15 9.42 69.27 7.15 73.33

Quebec 10.26 65.48 11.47 61.94 11.31 63.74 8.21 70.27

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB13.xlsx

11  The employment rate for ages 15-64 is calculated as follows:  Number of employed individuals ages 15 to 64

 Total population of individuals ages 15 to 64
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Here there is one inescapable conclusion: the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom all surpass Quebec in terms of standard of living, productivity and employment rate. They began 
pulling ahead starting in the 1980s and the gap has widened ever since. Surprisingly enough, the economic 
crisis they endured in the 1990s did not slow their progress at all. To the contrary, the Scandinavian countries 
undertook a series of reforms to bolster their economies and their performance on the international scene. 
How is it that Quebec, faced with a similar economic context in 1981, did not do the same? 

We could attribute Quebec’s poor performance to a size effect, of course. Needless to say, the province 
represents a small economy, as shown in Table 14, with a relatively limited population and low GDP. But 
this argument does not hold water. Sweden, Finland and Denmark also have small economies, and their 
standard of living far exceeds that of larger countries like the United Kingdom.

We could also blame it on natural resources. Norway and the Netherlands are major oil and gas producers 
and exporters, while Finland, Sweden and Denmark are among the world’s top ten lumber producers. Yet 
Quebec is no slouch in this regard, as shown in Table 14. In fact, exploitation of natural resources accounted 
for 5.4% of its GDP in 2006, or more than Sweden, the United Kingdom, Finland or the Netherlands. The 
sector actually represented over 11% of Canada’s GDP. Only in the case of Norway could we claim that its 
success is based on its natural resources, which generated close to one-third of its GDP in 2006. 

TABLE 14
NATURAL RESOURCE SHARE OF GDP (2010)

Population GDP
Natural resources  

share of GDP 1

(thousands of inhabitants) (billions of Canadian $) (%)

Denmark 5,544 267 6.4

Norway 4,889 338 30.3

Sweden 9,379 446 4.3

United Kingdom 61,349 2,728 4.4

Netherlands 16,530 861 5.2

Finland 5,363 240 4.5

Canada 34,109 1,624 11.5

Quebec 7,907 319 6.4

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB14.xlsx

1  2006 Data. Natural resources include forestry and forest exploitation, mining, oil and gas extraction, and utilities such as electricity 
production, transmission and distribution, natural gas distribution and water and sewer networks.
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Part, but not all, of Quebec’s economic gap could probably be justified to some extent by its relatively low 
level of university education. In addition, since the size of the economy, natural resources and education 
cannot explain Quebec’s poor performance, other factors of a structural nature must be considered.

To identify these factors, we compared the different approaches of the six top-performing countries in 
a number of key economic sectors. In doing so, we attempted to identify the economic management 
practices responsible for their success and compared them with those used in Quebec and Canada.

In our comparative analysis we looked at four themes: the public sector, competitiveness of goods markets, 
tax policy and assistance for businesses, and lastly the labour market. For each of these themes, we examined 
the approaches of the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom and compared them 
with those of Quebec and Canada as a whole. Our goal was to collect useful information on economic 
management methods that could be used to ensure sustained long-term growth for our economy. 

The Scandinavian countries,  
the Netherlands and the  

United Kingdom all surpass Quebec in 
terms of standard of living, productivity 

and employment rate. They began 
pulling ahead starting in the 1980s and 

the gap has widened ever since. 
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PUBLiC SECTOR PERFORMANCE
The Scandinavian model is characterized by a very strong state presence. As shown in Figure 11, public 
administration accounts for a large proportion of the economy. It represented 55%, 56% and 58% of GDP 
in Sweden, Finland and Denmark in 2009. In Canada, expenditure by public administrations represented 
44% of GDP in 2009, reflecting federal, provincial and municipal spending. In Quebec, this expenditure, 
which takes in provincial and local spending and the proportion of federal spending allocated to Quebec, 
represented 54% of GDP.  This means that the state in Quebec accounts for a larger share of the economy 
than the average in Canada, and also larger than in all the countries selected for the analysis, with the 
exception of Denmark, Finland and Sweden. 

FiGURE 11
TOTAL EXPENDITURE BY PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS  
AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP (2009)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG11.xlsx

To maintain their lead in terms of economic performance, the Scandinavian countries have no choice but 
to ensure that the public sector operates efficiently. Everything, including the results of our analysis of their 
healthcare and transportation sectors, suggests that this is indeed the case. In fact, they could apparently 
teach us a few things.
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HealtHcare
Overall, the six countries selected for our analysis devote fewer resources than Quebec to their healthcare 
systems, and yet deliver better-quality services.

In 2009, Quebec spent $4,881 per capita on healthcare services, or about $422 more than Sweden; 
$703 more than the United Kingdom and $1,017 more than Finland, as shown in Figure 12. 

Figure 13 shows that healthcare spending accounted for 12.6% of Quebec GDP in 2009, the highest rate 
in our sample. This means, in fact, that Quebec spends much more on healthcare than the six countries 
analyzed and actually devotes a great deal of its resources to this sector.  

FIGUre 12
PER CAPITA HEALTHCARE SPENDING (2009) 

(In Canadian dollars)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG12.xlsx

1  In the Netherlands, the distinction between private- and public-sector spending is not clearly defined, hence the residual spending.
2 2008 data.
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FiGURE 13
HEALTHCARE SPENDING AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP (2009)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG13.xlsx

1  In the Netherlands, the distinction between private- and public-sector spending is not clearly defined, hence the residual spending.

Despite the resources allocated to healthcare, primary care doctors are still difficult to find. In 2009, almost 
26.8% of Quebeckers did not have access to a family doctor, according to Statistics Canada estimates. In 
Canada as a whole and in Ontario, the proportion was 15.3% and 9%, respectively. 

It should be noted that the number of doctors in Quebec is quite low as compared with the six selected 
countries. As Figure 14 illustrates, the province had just over two practitioners (2.14) per 1,000 inhabitants 
in 2009. That is nearly two doctors (1.6) fewer, for the same number of people, than in Norway and 
Sweden. Note also that there are almost as many general practitioners as specialists in Quebec. As shown 
in Figure 15, almost 48% of Quebec doctors are GPs and 52% are specialists. The situation is quite different 
in Norway and Denmark, where only 20% of doctors are GPs. The same applies in Sweden, where primary 
care practitioners account for only 17% of all doctors. 
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FiGURE 14
NUMBER OF DOCTORS PER 1,000 INHABITANTS (2009)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG14.xlsx

1  Data include doctors providing patient care and those working in the healthcare sector as administrators, professors, researchers, etc. 
2 2008 data.

The number of doctors in Quebec is quite 
low as compared with the six selected 

countries. In 2009, the province had just 
over two practitioners (2.14) per 1,000 
inhabitants, or nearly two fewer than in 

Norway (4.0) and Sweden (3.7).
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12  OECD (2010), “Overcoming challenges in health-care reform,” in OECD Economic Studies: Canada 2010, OECD Publishing, p. 131. 

FiGURE 15
BREAKDOWN OF ALL DOCTORS BETWEEN GENERALISTS  
AND SPECIALISTS (2009) 

(In percentages)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG15.xlsx

1 “Other” doctors include interns/residents and doctors not classified in the other categories.
2 2008 data.

While Quebec and Canada have fewer doctors, generally speaking, they are better paid than elsewhere. 
According to the OECD economic study on Canada in 2010, doctors here have considerable bargaining 
power since they are also lured by the high earnings and attractive opportunities available to them in the 
United States.12 In 2008, for example, specialists in Canada earned 4.7 times as much as the average worker 
(see Figure 16), as compared with 4 times in Denmark and 2.6 times in Finland and the United Kingdom. 
Only in the Netherlands are specialists and GPs better paid than in Canada. As the OECD study noted, 
however, doctors in Quebec are the least well paid of all the Canadian provinces.
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FiGURE 16
DOCTORS’ EARNINGS AS COMPARED WITH AVERAGE EARNINGS 
(2009)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG16.xlsx

1  2008 data.

The shortage of doctors in Quebec causes overcrowding in hospitals and longer waiting lists. Treatment 
times are in fact among the lengthiest in Canada and the OECD. For example, more than 23% of Quebec 
patients on waiting lists for non-urgent surgery in 2009 had to wait three months or longer. In the other 
Canadian provinces, the average was 16.8%, according to Statistics Canada.

Things are not much better in Canada as a whole, however. About 59% of respondents to a Commonwealth 
Fund International Health Policy Survey said that they had waited four weeks or longer for an appointment 
with a specialist in 2010, as Figure 17 indicates. This proportion is only 30% for the Netherlands and the 
United Kingdom. Sweden and Norway, on the other hand, had rates close to the Canadian one.
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FIGURE 17
PROPORTION OF PATIENTS WHO WAITED FOUR WEEKS OR LONGER 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH A SPECIALIST (2005 AND 2010)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG17.xlsx

In addition to Quebec’s problems of longer wait times and doctor shortages, the province also lacks material 
resources. For example, Figure 18 shows that in 2009 Quebec had 6.78 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
machines per million inhabitants. Finland and Denmark had ten and eight units more, respectively. The same 
applies to the number of CT scanners: at that same date, Quebec had only 13.6 per million inhabitants, or 
ten fewer than Denmark and nine fewer than the average for OECD countries (Figure 19). Note also that 
the United Kingdom is the country least well-equipped with medical technology in our sample.
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FiGURE 18
NUMBER OF MRI MACHINES¹ PER MILLION INHABITANTS (2009)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG18.xlsx

1  Does not include private-sector machines.
2 2008 data.

In addition to Quebec’s problems of 
longer wait times and doctor shortages, 

the province also lacks material 
resources in the healthcare sector. 
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FiGURE 19
NUMBER OF CT SCANNERS¹ PER MILLION INHABITANTS (2009)
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1  Does not include private-sector machines.
2 2008 data.

Lastly, the Quebec healthcare system may not be as equitable as we believe, according to the horizontal 
inequity index calculated by the OECD and shown in Figure 20. The higher this index, the easier it is for 
higher-income people to visit a GP than for lower-income people. Although this index is not available for 
Quebec, the index for Canada should reflect the accessibility of our system. The index is higher than for all 
other countries in our sample (aside from Sweden, for which no data are available).
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FIGURE 20
HORIZONTAL INEQUITY INDICES FOR PROBABILITY  
OF A GP VISIT¹ (2009)²
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG20.xlsx

1  With a 95% confidence interval.
2 For Norway, the Netherlands and Denmark, the data apply to 2000 (or nearest year).

Our analysis also tells us that the six countries studied have very different performance levels in terms of 
healthcare. Some, like Norway, have long wait times despite investing considerable resources in this sector. 
Sweden and Finland, for their part, spend less on healthcare, but Sweden also has long wait times, and 
Finland has inequalities in access to care. Lastly, the United Kingdom spends less than the average for OECD 
countries but is still among the most egalitarian models. It has also greatly reduced its wait times. 

While there is no clear trend among all these countries, it is still obvious that Quebec comes in last every 
time. This dismal performance is all the more surprising in that the province devotes extensive resources 
to this sector. It is especially worthwhile, then, for us to study the practices that allow these countries to 
perform as well as they do. 
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The United Kingdom: a contract system  
In the United Kingdom, healthcare is organized by Primary Care Trusts, or PCTs, directly responsible to the 
National Health Service (NHS). Each PCT serves about 400,000 people and assigns them GPs they must 
consult. To regulate demand, patients must be referred by their GP to a specialist or a hospital. In exchange 
for their services, GPs receive a salary set in advance by the PCTs, which is determined by the size of the 
population they serve. 

The PCTs then sign contracts with healthcare providers like hospitals, long-term care centres and 
rehabilitation centres to obtain secondary or tertiary healthcare services for the patients for whom they 
are responsible. They establish performance and quality standards depending on needs and choose the 
institutions that best meet those criteria. Care providers are necessarily reimbursed according to the 
number of patients and the types of illness they treat. Payment is calculated on the basis of clinically and 
economically similar cases, or diagnosis-related groups. 

The success of this system relies essentially on separating the buyer and seller functions. By having institutions 
compete for contracts, PCTs encourage them to operate more efficiently, meet demand as quickly as 
possible and limit costs.

The Scandinavian countries: activity-based financing
Some Scandinavian countries have had difficulty separating the buyer and seller functions. This is the case 
for Norway and Sweden, in particular, where relations between counties or regional enterprises (equivalent 
to PCTs in the United Kingdom) and hospitals are not clearly defined. Like Denmark and Finland, they have 
fallen back on a system whereby the government pays the hospitals depending on the amount of care 
provided for patients (activity-based financing). Once again it was necessary to form diagnostic-related 
groups and to measure the costs they represent for institutions. 

In this system, in theory, hospitals compete with one another to attract as many patients as possible. They 
should offer more services within set time limits. However, this means that patients must be aware of the 
quality of care provided and be able to choose the hospital in which they wish to be treated.

The risk with this kind of model, as can be seen in Norway and Finland, is of losing control over costs 
because of sharp increases in healthcare activities, and also of distorting hospitals’ priorities. They might be 
tempted to favour certain types of more lucrative surgery to the detriment of other operations. 

Denmark seems to have struck a good balance, for the moment. In 2007 it set a 50% ceiling on the 
proportion of activity-based financing (it is 60% in Norway). Productivity increased, waiting times declined 
and there was no noticeable distortion. Some Swedish counties, like Stockholm county, instead introduced 
mixed financing for hospitals based on per-activity, capitation (i.e. a fixed amount depending on the number 
of people served by the hospital) and performance- and quality-based compensation (2%). Expenditures 
were also capped. In their own ways, these countries managed to increase the offer of service while 
containing costs. 
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The Netherlands: a multiple-payer system
The Netherlands undertook extensive reforms in 2006 to adapt its system and base it more on private 
insurance. Its system is more costly than in Quebec, with estimated per capita expenditure of $5,886. It 
still deserves particular attention, since it offers an alternative to the single-payer model found in most 
European countries.

Since 2006, Dutch citizens (except children) have had to take out insurance and pay their own premiums. 
Insurers are free to suggest different types of coverage, provided that they offer the minimum service 
imposed by the government. They may not refuse patients. 

To guarantee universal access to the healthcare system, the government pays an allowance to families 
whose premiums exceed 5% of their income. A fund has also been set up to indemnify insurers against the 
risks represented by certain patients. 

Since 2007, insurers have been able to negotiate the prices of certain services provided for their policy 
holders under contract with hospitals and doctors. Once again, the rates are fixed according to diagnosis-
related groups on a per-activity basis. Insurers also have the choice of not renewing contracts with hospitals 
whose results are unsatisfactory. In this way, groups of doctors and hospitals are encouraged to offer better-
quality services at lesser cost, to win contracts with the insurance companies. In the end it is policy-holders 
themselves who guarantee the viability of the system, since they can change insurers at least once a year if 
they are not happy with the quality and costs of their coverage.

These countries have ensured the efficiency of their healthcare systems by introducing a certain level 
of competition between healthcare providers, through contracts, per-activity financing or private-sector 
intervention. 

Meanwhile, in Quebec
Despite the huge sums spent on the healthcare sector in Quebec, there are often problems with coverage, 
wait times are long, and material resources are lacking. 

According to the latest report by the Quebec Auditor General13 on the performance of institutions in 
the health and social services network, Quebec uses very few financial and non-financial measures to 
encourage institutions to improve their performance. 

GPs and most specialists are paid on a fee-for-service basis, i.e. depending on the number of treatments 
they provide. This system should normally encourage doctors to perform more medical acts, so as to 
increase their income. The number of doctors is so low in Quebec, however, that waiting lists remain long 
and access to primary care remains difficult. 

Hospitals receive funding on the basis of historical budgeting, along with an allowance that takes account 
of new programs and cost increases for resources. Since there is no link between the number of patients 

13  Vérificateur général du Québec, “Performance monitoring of the institutions in the health and social services network,” in Report of the 
Auditor General of Québec to the National Assembly for 2010-2011, Vol. II, chapter 7, May 2011.
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14  N. Hedvall, “Traffic Contracts in Stockholm,” AQTIM, May 23, 2011.
15  Helsinki Region Transport, Bus services, 2012. [ http://www.hsl.fi/EN/planning/bus/Pages/default.aspx ]
16  Helsinki Region Transport. Competitive tendering of commuter train services would save money and improve service, 2012.  

[ http://www.hsl.fi/EN/abouthsl/News/2010/Pages/Page_20100922030204.aspx ]
17 Information from the Copenhagen metro website.

treated and the hospital’s budget, though, there is minimal competitive pressure on institutions to improve 
their performance. The Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux publishes very little comparative data 
on institutions’ results, and this limits accountability (Auditor General’s report). 

TRANSPORTATiON
Healthcare is not the only public sector where competition plays a large role in Scandinavia, the Netherlands 
and the United Kingdom. Public transit and transportation infrastructures also benefit from this approach. 

Public transit
The Scandinavian model: managed competition 
In reaction to growing financial needs in the transportation sector in the 1990s, the Scandinavian countries 
were among the first to reform their institutional systems. Most municipalities attempted to “buy” public 
transit services from private companies rather than providing the services themselves. Today, public transit 
authorities draw up contracts and choose subcontractors through calls for tenders. The service in question 
may concern the entire network, or only part of it, e.g. a bus or metro line. 

In Sweden, for example, every county has a transit authority that plans the management and maintenance 
of the network. For the city of Stockholm, seven operators share the 25 contracts let by the Storstockholms 
Lokaltrafik (SL) public transport authority for periods of five to ten years. The contracts may be for managing 
the metro, trams, bus lines or commuter trains.14 

Similarly, Helsinki Region Transport in Finland plans and organizes the tendering processes for managing 
and maintaining its bus system.15 It also intends to open up its commuter train system to competition.16 
The management and maintenance of the Copenhagen metro, in Denmark, is handled by Ansaldo STS, a 
private company that itself subcontracts the work to the Métro service company. The five-year contract is 
up in 2015.17 And Norway, for its part, introduced the principle of subcontracting for its bus system in 1994, 
and half its counties now use this model. 

Cost-reduction targets were quickly reached. For instance, between 1990 and 1998, Sweden managed to 
cut its expenditures by 25%. The savings achieved in Finland were passed along in the form of lower fares: 
the cost of a monthly pass fell from 62.2 euros in 1994 to 54.6 euros in 1997.18 In Norway, public authorities 
were able to cut their expenses by 10% between 1994 and 2007.19 

%E2%80%89http://www.hsl.fi/EN/planning/bus/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.hsl.fi/EN/abouthsl/News/2010/Pages/Page_20100922030204.aspx
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This obsession with cutting costs affected service quality, however. The price wars between contractors 
gradually reduced competition. By the early 2000s, just three companies were sharing two-thirds of all the 
contracts in Sweden. The counties decided to review their tendering procedures, to include quality criteria. 
Contracts now include performance incentives. When results exceed expectations, in terms of the number 
of users, the quality of vehicles or customer satisfaction with stations and service, the providers may be paid 
a bonus of up to 20% of the contract. In the opposite case, they are charged penalties. 

In this managed competition system, local authorities keep control over fares and ensure a certain level of quality. 
Some cities, like Göteborg, in Sweden, even set environmental targets and minimum wages for bus drivers.

The United Kingdom: privatization
The United Kingdom was a pioneer in the privatization of transportation, deciding in 1985 to hand its entire 
local and long-distance bus system over to the private sector. Most of these services were run by private 
companies by the mid-1990s. Only London still has a managed competition system. 

A study compared trends in costs and quality in bus services in London and seven other major centres over 
the two years following deregulation in 1985. It concluded that the lower wages and productivity gains in 
the seven centres had translated into cost reductions of 20 to 25%.20 

The system’s performance is far from stable, however. The National Audit Office and Audit Commission 
reported in 2006 that ridership had declined by 7% in the regions between 2000 and 2005, whereas it had 
risen by 32% in London. The Public Transit Committee also observed that the image of the bus system had 
suffered in the public eye, given the poor-quality service.21  

In May 2011, the Competition Commission even issued a warning about the lack of competition on the 
public transit market, because of the small number of operators answering calls for tenders. Although there 
are close to 1,200 bus companies in the United Kingdom, the five largest operators provide more than 
two-thirds of the service.22 In January 2012, The Guardian reported widespread fare increases country-wide. 
The price of tickets rose by 20% from one year to the next in some regions.23 

And what about Quebec?
When it comes to managing public transit, Quebec once again differs from the Scandinavian countries, since 
it relies very little on competition among transportation operators. 

Public transit in urban centres is handled by nine agencies based in Quebec City, Montreal, Lévis, Laval, 
Longueuil, Gatineau, Trois-Rivières, Saguenay and Sherbrooke. These organizations alone serve 50% of 

18 ICLEI (2003), Better Public Transport for Europe through Competitive Tendering – A Good Practice Guide, European Commission, August, 34 p.
19  M.D. Leiren and O. Osland (2007), “Competitive Tendering and Employees’ Rights in Norwegian Local Public Transport,” Nordic Road 

and Transport Research, No. 2.
20  OECD and International Transport Forum (2008), Privatisation and Regulation of Urban Transit Systems, ITF Roundtables, No. 141, OECD 

Publishing, p.94.
21  BBC News, “Bus deregulation is not working,” October 26, 2006.
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22 N. Appleyard, “Councils need greater collaboration with bus operators to improve services,” The Guardian, May 11, 2011.
23  H. Osborne, “Bus fare rises outstrip inflation,” The Guardian, January 3, 2012.
24 S. Johansson (2007), “PPP- The Key to Future Infrastructure?”, Nordic Road and Transport Research, No. 2.

Quebeckers and oversee more than 90% of public transit usage in the province. The mandate of these 
agencies and the Agence métropolitaine de transport (AMT) is to provide public transit service while 
managing investment, day-to-day operations and maintenance. They own and operate their own bus 
systems, or metro system in the case of the Société de transport de Montréal (STM). 

Travel in more remote regions, representing the other 10%, is organized by Conseils inter-municipaux de 
transports (CIT). Unlike the agencies, the CITs subcontract the management of the transportation network 
to private companies, which provide their own bus fleets. Contracts range from five to seven years. 

Transportation infrastructures
The concept of competition also predominates when it comes to transportation infrastructures, where 
the Swedish, Finnish and Norwegian governments all recently took steps to transform the buyer and 
supplier functions. The internal departments that were formerly responsible for building and maintaining 
roads, either within the Swedish Road Administration (now the Swedish Transport Administration), the 
Finnish Road Administration or the Norwegian Public Roads Administration, have been converted into 
state corporations subject to the same rules as other businesses. Svevia, in Sweden, Finnish Road Enterprise, 
in Finland and Mesta, for Norway, are all required to bid on government contracts. 

These contracts are still in the traditional form in Finland and Sweden. Tenderers may plan and build, but are 
rarely involved in financing the project or long-term maintenance. Only two public/private partnership (PPP) 
projects have been launched in Finland and only one is operating in Sweden. In fact, Swedish authorities 
are open to the idea, but remain hindered by the form of the contracts and the specifications they must 
contain.24 Norway currently has three PPP projects. 

Once again, the contracts do not focus solely on costs. In Finland, price and quality are weighted in the 
decision-making process and quality accounts for one-quarter of the weighting.25

Just as in the Scandinavian countries, the United Kingdom separates the functions of operator and buyer 
of services for the management of transportation infrastructures. The Highway Agency, for England, and 
Transport Scotland, for Scotland, which handle operations on major roads on behalf of their respective 
governments, actually go further. In 2001, the two agencies divided up the highway network and 18 other 
zones (14 of them in England) and entrusted construction and maintenance of each one to a single 
contractor.  The contracts may run for seven years and are awarded following a bidding process. By handing 
over the management of the highway network to a single company, government agencies can avoid overlap, 
clarify responsibilities and allow the contractor to better co-ordinate its work. According to a 2009 study by 
the National Audit Office, cost overruns fell from an average of 27% to 12% between 2002 and 2008. The 
National Audit Office considers that the Highway Agency could benefit even more from savings resulting 
from this type of contract if it more closely compared the work and maintenance costs between zones. 
It should also be noted that average maintenance costs rose by 17% over this same period. Could this 
increase be due in part to changes in contract specifications and poor information management?26 
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Most of the contracts awarded still take a traditional approach, for the moment, but the Highway Agency 
would like 25% of its new projects to be run as public/private partnerships. This means that contractors 
would have to handle project planning, construction, financing and operations over a 30-year period. 

The Highway Agency, the Finnish Road Administration, the Norwegian Public Roads Administration and 
the Swedish Transport Administration are all government agencies. This decentralization allows them to 
concentrate specifically on their own work and to gain expertise, while avoiding political interference in 
their decision-making processes.

Unlike in the Scandinavian countries or the United Kingdom, Quebec has left the management of its road 
network in the hands of the Ministère des Transports rather than creating a government agency. It operates 
in much the same way as in the Nordic countries, however: construction and maintenance services are 
awarded to operators after a bidding process or under a specific agreement if the contract amount is 
below a certain threshold. Three PPPs are now underway in the province. 

iMPLiCATiONS FOR THE PUBLiC SECTOR iN QUEBEC
The public sector plays a large role in the economies of the Scandinavian countries, the United Kingdom and 
the Netherlands. As their results in healthcare and transportation show, “public sector” is not necessarily 
synonymous with “inefficiency.” By divesting themselves of the need to supply services so as to better 
concentrate on management and planning and ensuring a degree of competition among operators, their 
administrations have become more efficient. 

On the basis of this analysis, we can make three recommendations for Quebec:

1)   Separate the buyer and supplier functions in the healthcare and public transit sectors. In the United 
Kingdom, PCTs encourage competition among healthcare suppliers to win contracts, and this leads to 
better-quality care and lower costs. The same applies for public transit in the Scandinavian countries, 
where transportation agencies award contracts for day-to-day management of bus and metro lines 
based on cost and quality criteria. 

2)   In the healthcare sector, if the buyer and supplier functions are separated, funding must follow the patient. 
This means per-activity financing for institutions. The Quebec government in fact took the initiative, in 
its most recent (2012-2013) budget, of creating an expert group to come up with recommendations 
for introducing per-activity financing in certain healthcare institutions. Now we will see whether this 
openness leads to true reforms. 

25  M. Altamirano (2007), “Innovative contracts in road infrastructure in Finland and the Netherlands,” Network Industries Quarterly, Vol. 9, 
No. 4, Winter, 2 p.

26  National Audit Office (2009), Contracting for Highways Maintenance, The Stationery Office, October, 37 p.
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3)   For transportation infrastructures, Quebec would benefit from allowing a single contractor to handle 
several project phases (planning, construction and maintenance). To avoid the cost increases seen in the 
United Kingdom, Quebec must have an efficient information system for making comparisons so as to 
draw up balanced contracts.

In closing, it must be remembered that competition does not necessarily mean privatization. PCTs in the 
United Kingdom are local organizations responsible to the government. The private sector plays a very 
limited role among healthcare providers. The same applies for the public transit sector in the Scandinavian 
countries, where public-sector agencies continue to own the infrastructures. It is not only private-sector 
businesses that can perform efficiently. The public sector can also improve its ways of doing things, but it 
needs the tools to do so. 
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COMPETiTiVENESS OF GOODS MARKETS
In response to the economic crisis of the 1990s, the Scandinavian countries attempted to reduce the 
regulatory burden for exporting businesses and foreign investors. The legislation governing competition was 
tightened up27 and goods markets gradually deregulated. Even today, the strategy is to simplify regulation to 
reduce the burden for businesses so that they can devote more attention to their day-to-day operations, 
create more economic activity and generate more jobs. Sweden, for example, launched a program in 2006 
to reduce administrative costs for businesses by 25%.

These steps seem to have made Scandinavian entrepreneurs very happy. According to a worldwide survey of 
investors by the World Economic Forum on global competitiveness, it was mainly Scandinavian entrepreneurs 
who considered that the anti-monopoly legislation in their respective countries did the most to encourage 
competition. As shown in Table 15, Sweden, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Finland and Denmark are 
all at the top of this ranking, in that order. Canada, for its part, stands 12th out of 142 countries. 

In answer to the question “To what extent do tariff and non-tariff barriers limit the ability of imported goods 
to compete in the domestic market?”, Swedish and Finnish entrepreneurs once again rated their countries’ 
regulatory environments very high, placing them 2nd and 4th in the rankings as the least restrictive countries for 
imports. For this indicator Canada ranked 47th. To the question “How would you rate the level of efficiency of 
customs procedures (related to the entry and exit of merchandise) in your country?”, Finland again ranked 
very high, in 3rd place, followed by Sweden in 4th place. Denmark also made a good showing, in 6th place, while 
the Netherlands came in 14th. Canada was in 30th place, behind the United Kingdom. 

27 OECD (2010), Better regulation in Europe: Sweden 2010, OECD Publishing.
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28  K. Audet and R. Gagné (2010), Openness to foreign direct investment and productivity in Canada, Centre for Productivity and Prosperity, 
HEC Montréal, November.

TABLE 15
RANKING OF 142 COUNTRIES ACCORDING TO CERTAIN INDEXES 
MEASURING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE GOODS MARKET (2011-2012)

Effectiveness of  
anti-monopoly policy¹ Prevalence of trade barriers² 

Burden of customs 
procedures³ 

Sweden   1     2   4

Finland   4     4   3

Netherlands   2   21 14

Denmark   5   23   6

United Kingdom   3   17 28

Canada 12   47 30

Norway 16 108 18

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/TAB15.xlsx

1  Answer to the question “To what extent does anti-monopoly policy promote competition in your country?” When a country tops the 
rankings it means that entrepreneurs consider that its anti-monopoly policy strongly promotes competition.

2  Answer to the question “To what extent do tariff and non-tariff barriers limit the ability of imported goods to compete in the 
domestic market?” The higher a country ranks, the more open it is to international trade. 

3  Answer to the question “How would you rate the level of efficiency of customs procedures (related to the entry and exit of 
merchandise) in your country?” The higher a country ranks, the more efficient its entrepreneurs consider its customs procedures to be. 

These countries are also open to foreign direct investment (FDI), meaning all the investment made by 
an individual or a company with the intention of exerting significant influence in a company located in 
another country. FDI can be made in one of two ways: either by establishing a new enterprise or by 
modifying an existing enterprise’s ownership status, i.e. through mergers and acquisitions. FDI contributes 
to productivity growth. The more open a country is to international trade, the more access it has to foreign 
markets, spurring the competition that helps businesses evolve, and encouraging the adoption of innovative 
technologies.28

As shown in Figure 21, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands were in 1st and 3rd place, respectively, as the 
countries with the fewest restrictions on FDI in 2005 out of 29 OECD countries, with FDI restrictiveness 
indexes of 0.08 and 0.09. Denmark and Sweden were also high in the rankings, at 8th and 10th place, with 
indexes of 0.13 and 0.14, respectively. Finland and Norway stood only 15th and 18th, with indexes of 0.18 
and 0.19, still placing them within the OECD average.
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FiGURE 21
FDI RESTRICTIVENESS INDEX FOR THE SERVICE SECTOR AND RANK 
AMONG 29 OECD COUNTRIES (2005)
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG21.xlsx

Canada, on the other hand, is very closed to FDI, as shown by its 24th position out of the 29 countries in 
the restrictiveness index. It is the 6th most restrictive country to FDI, after Australia, South Korea, Austria, 
Iceland and Mexico. This ranking naturally places it far behind the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands 
and the United Kingdom. The most restrictive countries, including Canada, mainly cite reasons having to 
do with the protection of national security and sovereignty to justify their regulations. Some fear that they 
could become dependent on foreign countries for essential services, while others are intent on protecting 
their cultural identity, consumers and local enterprises. 

Canada scores particularly poorly in the telecommunications and air transport sectors, as shown in Figure 
22. The countries in our sample went from being totally closed in the early 1990s to being nearly free 
from any restrictions on FDI in the telecommunications sector in 2005. Canada, for its part, made very 
few concessions in this area. The same applies for air transport, where the country has not amended its 
regulations for over 20 years (Figure 23). 
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FiGURE 22
FDI RESTRICTIVENESS INDEX FOR THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SECTOR (1991 AND 2005)

FiGURE 23
FDI RESTRICTIVENESS INDEX FOR THE AIR TRANSPORT SECTOR 
(1991 AND 2005)

Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG22.xlsx
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There are still other sectors where barriers to competition remain high in Canada, in particular for electricity. 
Regulating this sector is currently a provincial jurisdiction, except for transmission between provinces and 
international exports. As Figure 24 shows, this regulation is more restrictive in Canada than in most other 
OECD countries. 

FIGURE 24
REGULATORY RESTRICTIVENESS INDEX FOR ELECTRICITY¹ (2007)
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1  The index ranges from 0 (least restrictive regulation) to 6 (most restrictive regulation).

In the Regulation and Growth: the Canadian Experience study, produced in 2011 by the Centre for Productivity 
and Prosperity, researchers Robert Clark and Laurent Da Silva developed their own restrictiveness index 
for comparing Quebec with the other Canadian provinces.29 As can be seen in Figure 25, Quebec is the 
most highly regulated province after Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Newfoundland and Labrador. Although 
the wholesale market is partially open to competition, the retail market is effectively served exclusively by 
Hydro-Quebec and rates are set by the Régie de l’énergie du Québec. 

29  R. Clark and L. Da Silva (2011), Regulation and Growth: the Canadian Experience, Centre for Productivity and Prosperity,  
HEC Montréal, January.
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30  Z. Chen (2006), “Liberalization of trade and investment in telecommunications services: A Canadian perspective,” in Service Industries 
and the Knowledge Economy, R. Lipsey, University of Calgary Press, p. 496.

31  R. Clark and L. Da Silva (2011), Regulation and Growth: the Canadian Experience, Centre for Productivity and Prosperity,  
HEC Montréal, January.

FiGURE 25
REGULATORY RESTRICTIVENESS INDEX FOR ELECTRICITY FOR 
CANADIAN PROVINCES (1980 AND 2008)
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Clearly, Canada is not as open to international trade and does not encourage competition as much 
as the Nordic countries, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Some markets, such as electricity, 
telecommunications and air transport, are still highly regulated and very closed to foreign ownership. As 
a result, consumers do not benefit from the positive spillover that competition and FDI can bring for the 
economy in terms of service quality and lower costs. 

Yet according to an Industry Canada study, eliminating the current barriers to foreign investment in the 
telecommunications sector would allow the country’s real GDP per working age person to increase by 
1.7% over a ten-year period.30 At the moment, the limited competition is slowing the adoption of new 
technologies and modern telecom services, and thereby hindering productivity. Researchers Robert Clark 
and Laurent Da Silva came to the same conclusions regarding electricity.31
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The federal government is starting to open up the telecommunications sector to foreign investment, however. 
The Throne Speech of March 3, 2010 mentioned that the government will “open Canada’s doors further 
to venture capital and to foreign investment in key sectors, including the satellite and telecommunications 
industries, giving Canadian firms access to the funds and expertise they need.”32

In its latest budget (2012), the federal government confirmed that it would abolish restrictions preventing 
foreign companies from investing in wireless telecommunications groups with a market share of less than 
10%. At present the law prohibits foreign ownership exceeding 46.7% in companies in this sector. According 
to the Minister of Industry, these measures will give new wireless service suppliers access to new sources of 
capital and allow them to more easily integrate the market.33 In theory, this initiative should lead to greater 
competition in the industry.

One thing is clear : both in Quebec and across Canada, the existing regulations limit competition in many 
sectors of the economy. In addition, the country seems to have a higher tolerance for non-competitive 
situations in goods markets. Not only do these low levels of competition not encourage greater efficiency 
through the use of advanced technologies in many key sectors, but they also allow existing companies to 
maintain pricing policies that are disadvantageous for Canadian consumers. Clearly, an extensive review 
of the current regulations and the Competition Act would make it possible to create a more competitive 
environment. This would foster productivity growth and allow Quebeckers and other Canadians to benefit 
from higher-quality goods at lower cost. 

32  Government of Canada, Speech from the Throne, March 3, 2010.
33  La Presse Canadienne. “Prochaines enchères du spectre – Ottawa change les règles du jeu,” Le Devoir, March 15, 2012.
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TAX POLiCY AND ASSiSTANCE  
FOR BUSiNESS
As we saw in the section on the public sector, the Scandinavian countries (with the exception of Norway) 
and, to a lesser extent, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Canada give the state a primordial role 
in the economy. But maintaining many large government programs necessarily implies greater use of tax 
policy so as to generate the revenue to pay for public spending. As Figure 26 suggests, the use of income 
and other taxes is much higher in the Scandinavian countries than elsewhere. 

FiGURE 26
TOTAL TAX REVENUE¹ OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS  
AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP (2009)
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1  Total mandatory payments to national, sub-national (province/state) and local administrations, including corporate and personal tax 
revenue and also total non-distributed items.

2  The distribution of the tax burden between businesses and individuals is calculated as a percentage of total corporate and  
personal tax costs.
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Quebec, with approximately $114 billion in tax revenue, or 37.4% of its GDP, is less reliant on taxes than 
Denmark, Sweden, Norway or Finland. In comparison with nearby countries, however, the province imposes 
high taxes. Figure 26 shows that taxation in Canada as a whole stood at 32% in 2009, and 24% in the United 
States for that same year.

Since we know that taxation is an important factor in Quebec, it is all the more important to examine the 
way the tax system is structured, to ensure its efficiency and competitiveness. Some states, like Denmark, 
rely on individuals, expecting them to carry a large proportion of the tax burden.34 The other countries in 
our sample and Quebec attempt to share the total tax burden among businesses and individuals, although 
personal income taxes account for over half of tax revenue in all cases. 

In terms of personal taxation (Figure  27), Quebec and Canada stand out from the six countries in our 
analysis because of their extensive use of income taxes, which account for 34.2% and 35.5%, respectively, of 
all tax revenue. In the countries in our comparison, only Denmark relies more on personal income tax, with 
55% of tax revenue from this source. On the other hand, general consumption taxes are the least used in 
Quebec and Canada, at 14.5% and 13.4%, respectively. 

As compared with Quebec and Canada, countries like Finland, Sweden, Norway and the United Kingdom 
that make less use of income tax instead rely on general consumption taxes for a larger proportion of their 
total tax revenue. 

The Netherlands also follows this trend, but manages to draw more tax revenue from individuals through 
massive use of payroll taxes: 15.4% of total tax revenue. Denmark, for its part, is an exception, for a large 
proportion of its tax revenue comes from income tax and general consumption tax. 

34  There were some obstacles to our effort to compare tax policy in Quebec, Canada and the countries in our sample. The data 
available do not reflect the aggregate tax burden imposed on individuals and businesses, because of missing data, and some items, such 
as wealth tax, affect both businesses and individuals without distinction. The results obtained therefore exclude some tax burdens and 
are based on assumptions. These approximations are valid, nonetheless, since the main contributions are covered: income tax, social 
contributions and general consumption taxes for individuals, and corporate income tax including tax on capital, social contributions 
and payroll tax, for businesses. In addition, some differences in accounting methods in the sources we consulted may affect the 
comparability of results between Quebec and the countries in our sample. 
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FIGURE 27
PERSONAL TAX COSTS1 AS A PERCENTAGE  
OF  TOTAL TAX REVENUE (2009) 
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1  Personal tax costs consist of income tax, social contributions payable by employees and general consumption taxes paid to national, 
sub-national (province/state) and local administrations. It is the amount paid by individuals to all public administrations. This amount 
takes account of tax-reduction measures such as income tax credits, reduced tax rates, and tax deferrals, deductions, exemptions  
and exclusions. 

2  This group includes all mandatory payments that entitle individuals to future (possible) social benefits. In Quebec, these mandatory 
contributions include employee contributions to employment insurance, the Canada Pension Plan and the Quebec Pension Plan and 
the hospitalization and healthcare premium.

3  Includes value added tax, sales tax and other general consumption taxes.

When it comes to business taxes, Figure 28 shows that Quebec and Canada rely more on such taxes 
than do the Scandinavian countries (except Norway), the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, with a 
respective weight for such taxes of 9.6% and 11.0%. In Norway, where close to one-third of the country’s 
GDP comes from the exploitation of natural resources (mainly oil), companies working in this industry 
contribute to government coffers mainly through corporate income tax, since they pay no oil royalties. This 
is why corporate income taxes account for such a high proportion of Norway’s tax revenue. 
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FiGURE 28
BUSINESS TAX COSTS1 AS A PERCENTAGE  
OF TOTAL TAX REVENUE (2009) 
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1  Tax costs consist of corporate income tax, social contributions payable by employers and payroll taxes paid to all national,  
sub-national (province/state) and local administrations. It is the amount paid by the business sector to public administrations.  
This amount takes account of tax-reduction measures such as income tax credits, reduced tax rates, and tax deferrals, deductions, 
exemptions and exclusions.

2  Includes tax on capital.
3  This group includes all mandatory payments that entitle individuals to future (possible) social benefits. In Quebec, these mandatory 
contributions include employer contributions to employment insurance, the parental leave insurance program, the Canada Pension 
Plan, the Quebec Pension Plan, the worker’s compensation fund and the hospitalization and healthcare premium.

 

Social contributions are the business taxation tool most heavily used by Finland and Sweden. Quebec and 
Canada rely less on social contributions, and Norway and Denmark even less so. 

In Quebec, and to a lesser extent in Canada as a whole, the striking difference in the structure of business 
taxes is the heavy reliance on payroll taxes. This form of taxation generates 4.8% and 2.1%, respectively, of 
all tax revenue. It represents a considerable contribution, and only Sweden (6.1%) and Denmark (0.5%) 
also use this form of taxation. 
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35  OECD (2007), “Tax competition: How to remain competitive?” in OECD Economic Surveys: United Kingdom 2007, OECD Publishing.
36  Tax costs represent the final amount paid by businesses to all public administrations in the form of corporate income tax, social 

contributions and payroll taxes, minus the amount of various tax-reduction measures such as income tax credits, tax deferrals, reduced 
tax rates, and tax deductions, exemptions and exclusions. Gross output of the business sector gives the sales price of overall output of 
all businesses in the course of a specific year and hence an indication of aggregate income in the business sector.  
A lower ratio suggests more competitive tax policy, as it means a lighter business tax burden. 

Although businesses provide public administrations with a smaller proportion of total tax revenue than 
individuals, the tax burden imposed on them deserves careful examination. Along with a number of other 
determinants, it is acknowledged as having a significant impact on a company’s decision to set up in a country, 
on movements of capital and the transfer of profits among subsidiaries of large multinationals.35 In short, 
countries are using tax policy as a competitive tool to attract or retain companies and capital, as evidenced 
by the reductions in tax rates seen in recent years in many OECD countries. In this context, competitive 
business tax policy becomes a major asset for countries, as it allows them to create employment and 
investment opportunities that in turn foster economic growth. 

Figure 29 compares the tax competitiveness of Quebec and Canada as a whole with that of the countries 
in our sample, showing the ratio between the business tax burden and the gross output of the business 
sector.36 
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FiGURE 29
BUSINESS TAX COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS OUTPUT  
OF THE BUSINESS SECTOR (2008)
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Businesses in Quebec pay about $24 billion, or 5.1% of their gross output. Here Quebec compares 
favourably in terms of competitiveness, as it comes in behind the Netherlands, Canada as a whole and 
Denmark. The latter country is a model, with only 2.6% of gross output in the corporate sector going to 
pay the tax bill, or just 51% of the level in Quebec. The business tax burden in Norway, Sweden and Finland 
is higher than in Quebec by 118%, 45% and 21%, respectively. The United Kingdom is at more or less the 
same level as Quebec. 

According to Figure 29, Quebec’s business tax burden is more competitive than four of the six countries 
in the sample. However, although it may seem contradictory, those countries far outperform Quebec in 
economic terms.

To halt our examination at this point would be misleading. For to attract or retain businesses and capital, 
Quebec is actually competing more with players near its local market than with the six European countries 
analyzed. Like the other Canadian provinces and the United States, Quebec must convince companies 
looking to serve the North American market to set up and invest here. 

Figure 30 shows that Quebec ranks highest in North America, suggesting low tax competitiveness in 
comparison with other North American players. Indeed, businesses in Quebec pay taxes representing 
5.1% of their gross output as opposed to 4.1% for Canada as a whole and just 2.9% for the United States. 
Ontario, the second least-competitive province after Quebec, is close to the Canadian average at 4.0%.
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In other words, the tax burden borne by Quebec firms is about 26% higher than the average for all of 
Canada and for Ontario. In comparison with the United States, Quebec’s low tax competitiveness is even 
more striking. The tax burden for firms in Quebec is almost 100% higher than for US businesses. 

We should also note that it is payroll taxes that are mainly responsible for this situation that places Quebec 
firms at a disadvantage. Payroll taxes paid by Quebec companies represent 1.1% of their gross output, or 
22% of businesses’ total tax burden. By way of comparison, payroll taxes in Canada as a whole (0.4%) and 
in Ontario (0.5%) account for only 10% and 12%, respectively, of businesses’ total tax burden. The United 
States, for its part, like many Canadian provinces, does not use this form of taxation.

FiGURE 30
BUSINESS TAX COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS OUTPUT OF THE 
BUSINESS SECTOR – NORTH AMERICAN COMPARISON (2008)
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To properly evaluate the tax burden for businesses and, consequently, the tax competitiveness of a given 
jurisdiction, we have to measure the real tax bill for businesses, i.e. the gross amount of income tax reduced 
by direct37 and indirect38 government assistance. Figures 29 and 30 reflect only indirect government 
assistance. Figures 31 and 32, however, illustrate the net tax burden for businesses after direct and indirect 
government assistance is taken into account. 

FiGURE 31
NET BUSINESS TAX COSTS1 AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS OUTPUT 
OF THE BUSINESS SECTOR (2008)
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1  Net tax costs are calculated as follows: business tax costs – direct government assistance to business. The business tax costs calculated 
initially take account of indirect government assistance to businesses.

The assistance provided by different levels of government reduces the tax costs for businesses. Quebec 
firms pay net taxes, once all forms of government assistance are subtracted, representing 3.6% of their 
gross output, or about $17 billion. Remember that, without direct assistance, their tax costs were 5.1% of 
their gross output. 

37  Direct government assistance, as defined by Statistics Canada, includes all subsidies on factors of production and goods.  
[ http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/13-017-x/2008001/themes/ch06/5213353-eng.htm ] 

38  Indirect government assistance, also known as “tax expenditures,” include tax deductions, rate reductions, and income tax deferrals, 
credits, exemptions and exclusions. 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/13-017-x/2008001/themes/ch06/5213353-eng.htm
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If direct government assistance is taken into account, Quebec’s ranking on the international scene improves 
considerably, as shown in Figure 31. If it is ignored, the tax burden for companies in the province is 
comparable with that of businesses in the United Kingdom and lower than in Norway, Sweden and Finland. 
Thanks to the direct government assistance it offers, Quebec now sits near the bottom of the ranking, along 
with Canada as a whole and Denmark, which has a very low net business tax burden.

Unfortunately, the province’s generous direct assistance programs for businesses are not enough to change 
its position in North America. Despite its generosity, Quebec remains the jurisdiction in North America 
(not including Mexico) with the highest business tax burden. While the tax burden for Quebec firms 
without considering direct assistance exceeds that of firms in Ontario and Canada as a whole by about 
26% and that of the United States by close to 100%, the addition of direct assistance to the equation 
reduces the gap to about 2% or 3% with Ontario and Canada, and about 33% with the United States.

FiGURE 32
NET BUSINESS TAX COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS OUTPUT OF 
THE BUSINESS SECTOR - NORTH AMERICAN COMPARISON (2008)
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So we can see that the Quebec government imposes a considerable tax burden on all businesses and 
redistributes very generous assistance to the firms of its choice. Generally speaking, governments consider 
it necessary to provide assistance for businesses as a way of achieving specific strategic economic, social, 
cultural or other objectives, by encouraging certain behaviour or activities.39 Yet government assistance to 
businesses does not always produce the anticipated results and carries substantial risk of negative economic 
repercussions “when the objective of the assistance is to distort competition or when the assistance is 
targeted towards firms which are less efficient or produce lower quality goods.”40 

Governments are well aware that businesses are far more mobile than workers, and so for many years now 
governments around the world have been striving to reduce business tax burdens. The strategy adopted 
in Quebec, of taxing businesses as a whole more heavily and then redistributing more of this wealth to a 
chosen few, seems to be an exception. Moreover, the strategy does not seem to be very effective, since 
Quebec’s economic performance has been rather disappointing in recent decades.

Consequently, it seems that there is a need for a serious review of the extent of government assistance for 
businesses in Quebec. It appears quite clear that reducing the business tax burden generally (in particular 
payroll taxes), and paying for it by cutting the amount of government assistance for businesses, would 
benefit all businesses in Quebec and could foster productivity growth.

Two principles must be applied in this review of current practices, however: 

1)  In some specific circumstances, government assistance to businesses can be beneficial for the economy. 
For instance, when this assistance helps to correct market distortions (e.g. under-investment by private 
companies in R&D that is recognized as a basic determinant of innovation and productivity) and when 
it encourages businesses to adopt desirable behaviour (e.g. reducing pollution). 

2)  Reductions in businesses’ tax burden must be achieved primarily by cutting the income and other taxes 
that create the most significant distortions in the economy. For instance, Quebec and Canada as a whole 
rely more heavily on corporate income tax and payroll taxes than do European countries. These forms 
of taxation are considered among the most harmful for economic growth according to the Quebec 
Ministère des Finances and the OECD.41 Corporate income tax, by penalizing investment, hinders wealth 
creation and hence economic growth. Payroll taxes increase companies’ tax burden, whether they are 
generating profits or losses, and in the long term this has negative repercussions on employees in the 
form of lower wages.42

39  Ministère des Finances du Québec (2009), Tax Expenditures – 2008 Edition, Gouvernement du Québec, January, p. XV.
40  OECD (2004), “Competition policies in subsidies and state aid,” OECD Journal: Competition Law and Policy, Vol. 6, No. 1, p. 133.
41  Gouvernement du Québec, Comité consultatif sur l’économie et les finances publiques (2010), Le Québec face à ses défis, fascicule 2 : 

Mieux dépenser et mieux financer nos services publics,  January, p. 69-71.
42  Gouvernement du Québec, Task Force on Business Investment, Québec Welcomes Investment, March 2008, p.155-156.
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43  J. Deslauriers, B. Dostie and R. Gagné (2010), Les effets des normes du travail sur la performance économique, Centre for Productivity 
and Prosperity, HEC Montréal, December. 

44  Ibid.

THE LABOUR MARKET
As we saw at the beginning of this section, the labour markets in Scandinavia, the Netherlands and the 
United Kingdom outperform that of Quebec. For example, between 2001 and 2011, the average annual 
unemployment rates ranged from 3.61% in the Netherlands to 8.19% in Finland. In Quebec, the rate was 
8.21%. Similarly, the average annual employment rates varied between 79.71% in Norway and 68.87% in 
Finland. Over the same period, Quebec posted an average rate of 70.27%, the second lowest in our sample. 

And yet, the Scandinavian countries’ labour markets are far more rigid than those in Canada and especially 
in Quebec. As shown in Figure 33, the employment protection index compiled by the OECD is much 
higher in those countries than in Canada. This means that the costs involved in dismissing individuals or 
groups of workers are higher and the procedures involved in hiring workers on fixed-term or temporary 
work agency contracts are more complex. 

In Canada, labour standards fall under provincial jurisdiction. OECD’s Canadian index takes the standards 
from Ontario, Quebec, British Columbian and Alberta into account. Up until the 1970s, the standards 
were very similar from one province to another. Currently, while employment protection tools are the 
same across the country, the degree of stringency with which they are applied may vary according to the 
province.43 For example, every province has notice of termination provisions, but the length of the notice 
period may differ. Thus, the province of Newfoundland and Labrador calls for three weeks’ notice, Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan six weeks, and all the other provinces require four weeks. Quebec follows standards 
that are somewhat comparable with those of the other provinces. It stands out, however, with regard to 
dismissal without cause. As a general rule, an employer can dismiss an employee who committed no serious 
misconduct, as long as the employer gives proper notice or termination pay. Quebec is the only province 
that prohibits dismissal without cause after an employee has reached two years of service.44 In Sweden, 
Norway and Finland, by comparison, employees cannot be dismissed without cause from the moment they 
are hired; on the other hand, employers can impose a probationary period. 
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FiGURE 33
EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION INDEX (2008)
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In terms of employment protection, the Scandinavian countries have different regulations. Denmark 
adopted more flexible measures than its immediate neighbours. Its so-called “flexicurity” approach is based 
on moderate employment protection that offers a greater degree of flexibility on the labour market, offset 
by a very generous social protection system to provide some security. Sweden has a similar system. Norway 
and Finland, instead, still have quite strict regulations. Until 2010, unemployment benefits in Denmark were 
paid for up to four years, the longest of all OECD member countries. Coverage has now been reduced to 
between two and three years. Norway, Finland and Sweden pay up to two years of unemployment benefits. 
In Canada, benefit duration varies from 14 to 45 weeks. 

Unemployment benefits are also very high in the six countries used in this analysis. In Denmark, the 
vast majority of jobless persons who are members of an unemployment insurance fund receive benefits 
amounting to 90% of their previous earnings, to a maximum benefit of DKK 3,760 per week,45 or around 
$654.46 In Sweden, the gross replacement rate is 80% for the first 40 weeks and 70% for the following 20 
weeks (both unemployment benefits and other forms of support are capped at 50% of average earnings).47 
In Canada, the benefit rate is 55% of the average salary earned over the last six months of work, but is 
capped at $485 per week. 

45 OECD, “Denmark 2010,” in Benefits and wages: Country specific information, 2010.
46  Bank of Canada Daily Currency Converter, consulted June 14, 2012.
47  OECD (2011), OECD Economic Surveys: Sweden 2011, OECD Publishing. 
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48  OECD (2005), OECD Employment Outlook 2005, Chapter 4, OECD Publishing. 

Denmark is one of the countries that, along with Sweden and the Netherlands, place the most emphasis 
on labour market re-entry programs, using so-called active measures. Contrary to passive approaches with 
income support like unemployment benefits, these measures offer, among other things, vocational training 
programs and placement services. In Finland, such programs, which have taken the form of internships of 
at least five days, increased the probability of finding employment by about four percentage points, with 
a relatively higher rate for less qualified unemployed individuals.48 Although effective, these measures are 
extremely costly. As Figure 34 shows, Denmark invested 3.35% of its GDP in social protection programs (of 
which nearly half were committed to active measures), the Netherlands 2.91% and Finland 2.81%. 

In Canada, unemployment benefits and active measures are funded by the federal government and account 
for only 1.33% of GDP. Thus there are similarities between the United States, the United Kingdom and 
Canada (and, by extension, Quebec). The three countries are characterized by less-restrictive employment 
protection regulations and low to moderate expenditures for labour market programs (passive and active 
measures). 

FiGURE 34
LABOUR MARKET PROGRAM EXPENDITURE AS A PERCENTAGE  
OF GDP (2009) 
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STRONG UNiONizATiON
Scandinavia is also recognized for its co-ordinated, centralized industrial relations systems. Unionization 
rates are among the highest in the world. As illustrated in Figure 35, in 2009, nearly 70% of Swedish, Finnish 
and Danish workers were unionized, whereas the rate in Norway was 50%. It is worth noting that, until very 
recently, unions in Sweden, Finland and Denmark managed the unemployment insurance plans and only 
members were entitled to benefits. Although other plans to protect all types of workers were introduced 
in the 1990s, the custom of having to join a union for unemployment insurance benefits has remained 
deeply ingrained.49 

Collective agreements are not limited to unionized workplaces, but are negotiated by sector and apply to 
all industry players. As a result, nearly 90% of employees in Sweden and Finland and 80% in Denmark were 
covered by a collective agreement in 2009 (or most recent year). Collective agreements in Scandinavia 
soon replaced labour standards to become the most important references in employment protection. In 
comparison, only 32.7% of employees in the United Kingdom are covered by a collective agreement, and 
barely 31.6% in Canada. Management and labour are increasingly given the authority to negotiate at the 
company level, especially in Denmark and Sweden. As such, salaries and working hours can be tailored on 
a case by case basis to fit the needs of an organization’s particular environment.

In Canada, collective agreements are negotiated at the local level, that is, within the company. While they 
don’t cover as many employees as those in the Scandinavian countries, they have nonetheless played a 
major role in labour organization. Even though some industries, such as manufacturing and transportation, 
have accepted unionization as an integral part of their environment, non-unionized companies have been 
trying, as much as possible, to keep unions out. Some of them go so far as to offer their employees similar 
working conditions, with grievance procedures, quality circles and consultation mechanisms. Nearly 20% of 
non-unionized Canadians belonged to an employee representation plan and half of them were covered by 
such programs in the early 2000s.50

In 2010, Quebec was the most unionized province in Canada, with 39.3% of employees covered by a 
collective agreement, followed by Newfoundland and Labrador (39.2%) and Manitoba (37.7%). Alberta, 
with a rate of around 25%, was the least unionized province. Quebec employers are subject to much 
stricter regulation than those in other provinces:51 a secret-ballot vote to determine union certification 
is not mandatory, disputes are immediately referred to arbitration (meaning that a third party holds the 
authority to resolve the dispute), and replacing striking employees is forbidden. 

49  T. Van Rie, I. Marx and J. Horemans (2011). “Ghent revisited: Unemployment insurance and union membership in Belgium and the 
Nordic countries,” European Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 17, No. 2, p. 125-139. 

50  D.G. Taras and B. E. Kaufman (2006). “Non-union employee representation in North America: diversity, controversy and uncertain 
future,” Industrial Relations Journal, Vol. 37, No. 5, p. 513-542.

51  K. Godin, M. Palacios, J. Clemens, N. Veldhuis and A. Karabegovic (2006), An empirical comparison of labour regulations laws in Canada 
and the United States, Centre for Labour Market Studies, The Fraser Institute.
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FiGURE 35
UNION DENSITY RATES AND COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT COVERAGE 
(2009)¹ 
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Source: http://statcpp.hec.ca/2012overview/FIG35.xlsx

1  The collective agreement coverage rates for Norway and the Netherlands are from 2008; those for Denmark, Finland and Sweden  
are from 2007. 

QUALiTY OF SOCiAL DiALOGUE
Upon closer examination of the six selected countries, we observed that union protection does not necessarily 
lead to labour disputes. As is shown in Figure 36, the number of lost workdays per 1,000 workers due to a 
strike or lock-out can be low both in countries with high collective agreement coverage, such as Sweden 
and Norway (averaging 6 and 32 days respectively per 1,000 workers per year between 2004 and 2008) 
and in countries where few workers are unionized, such as the United Kingdom (around 27 strike days). 
Conversely, strike rates can be high both in strongly unionized countries like Denmark (159 strike days) and 
in not so strongly unionized environments like Canada and Quebec (156 and 164 strike days respectively).
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Despite the alarming numbers posted by Quebec and Canada as a whole with respect to strikes and 
disputes, governments have invested very little effort in better understanding the reasons for work 
stoppages.52 Some authors feel that bargaining is too fragmented in Canada and they believe that the 
more points a union has to negotiate at the company level, the greater the tension and more frequent the 
disputes.53

FiGURE 36
NUMBER OF LOST WORKDAYS DUE TO WORK STOPPAGES PER 1,000 
WORKERS (2000-2008 AND 2004-2008)
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Note also that industrial relations in Scandinavia and the Netherlands are characterized by a close working 
relationship between unions and employers. In an effort to encourage competition, unions are willing to co-
operate and make concessions. As an example, in 2003, Swedish unions signed an emergency agreement 
in the manufacturing sector to keep job losses to a minimum. They accepted a reduced work week and 
salary cuts of up of 20%.54 During the major economic crisis of the 1990s, Danish unions agreed to reduce 
the duration of unemployment benefits from nine to four years for the 1994–1999 period as a way of 
encouraging labour market re-entry.55 For Auer,56 the enhanced role that social dialogue played during 
these years enabled the Danish government to adopt key reforms that revived the economy. 

52  M. Thompson and D.G. Taras, “Employment relations in Canada” in International and comparative employment relations, Banber, G. J., 
lansbury, R. D., and N. Wailes (eds.), SAGE Publications, 4th edition, p. 91-118. 

53  J.E. Dølvik (2007), The Nordic regimes of labour market governance: From crisis to success-story?”, Fafo, July, 56 p.
54  OECD (2011), OECD Economic Studies: Sweden 2011, OECD Publishing.
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55  P.  Auer (2002), La reprise de l’emploi en Europe : l’exemple de l’Autriche, du Danemark, de l’Irlande et des Pays-Bas, International Labour 
Organization, 153 p. 

56  Ibid.
57  O. Hammerstrom, T. Huzzard and T. Nilsson,  “Employment relations in Sweden” in International and comparative employment relations, 

Banber, G. J., lansbury, R. D., and N. Wailes (eds.), SAGE Publications, 4th edition, p.254-276.
58  High-performance practices are management practices intended to enhance employees’ knowledge, motivation and flexibility.  

They require substantial investments in human capital. 
59  M. Thompson and D.G. Taras, “Employment relations in Canada” in International and comparative employment relations, Banber,  

G. J., lansbury, R. D. and N. Wailes (eds.), SAGE Publications, 4th edition, p. 91-118.
60  B. Gustavsen (2007), ”Work Organization and the Scandinavian Model,” Economics and Industrial Democracy, Vol. 28, No. 4, p. 650-647.
61  Ibid, note 17.
62  OECD (2004), “Employment Protection Regulation and Labour Market Performance,” in OECD Employment Outlook 2004,  

OECD Publishing.

In their study on Swedish industrial relations, Hammarstrom, Huzzard and Nilsson57 noted that unions 
there also tend to support technological and administrative changes in companies. The country exports 
around half its GDP. To compete on the international level, companies must optimize their processes and 
employees have to be co-operative. This characteristic seems to extend to all Nordic countries. As reflected 
in the Fifth European Working Conditions survey (2010), Sweden, Finland, Denmark and the Netherlands 
were the countries that showed the greatest openness to organizational changes, whether by adopting new 
processes and technologies or reorganizing. These countries were also the first in Europe to implement 
high-performance management practices.58 Denmark and Finland placed second and third in terms of 
worker autonomy; the Netherlands and Denmark are the two countries that are the least restrictive with 
regard to work intensity; and the Scandinavian countries once again set themselves apart from the rest of 
the pack when it comes to job rotation and teamwork (with a moderate to strong degree of autonomy). 

In Canada, the situation is totally different. As a general rule, management and unions have always been 
somewhat reluctant to implement management practices that give more autonomy to employees.59 As 
Gustavsen notes,60 managers take a risk by making their employees more accountable; the less they trust 
them, the less they use such practices. Canadian unions do not support such measures either, for fear of 
eroding their members’ loyalties.61 

The extent of social protection programs can also influence unions’ attitude towards change. When 
unemployment assistance programs are introduced or improved, unions feel less of an obligation to protect 
their members and can therefore be more co-operative. In this regard, Danish workers felt the most secure 
in their jobs at the end of the 1990s, when legislation was more flexible than most other OECD countries.62 
Conversely, when the social safety net is thin, unions often become the last bastions of defence when 
employees’ jobs are threatened and are naturally more resistant to change. 

In summary, organized labour in Scandinavia is strongly centralized and omnipresent. Employment protection 
regulation is strong in Finland and Norway and moderate in Sweden and Denmark. Unemployed workers in 
these countries have access to a highly developed social protection system, accompanied by active measures 
to help retrain workers. Even though these programs are extremely costly, they nonetheless facilitate 
the social dialogue between employer organizations and unions. In fact, unions there take a particularly 
conciliatory approach to organizational change, and this allows companies to remain competitive on the 
international stage. 
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In contrast, the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada have flexible regulations governing 
employment protection, low to moderate social protection expenditures and union density that is below 
the OECD average. They also make little use of active labour market programs that help unemployed 
workers receiving benefits to improve their employment prospects. 

Quebec fits in with this trend, except that its union density rate is closer to that of the European countries. 
In view of the province’s weak social protection, unions play a particularly important role in protecting 
their members’ job security. Consequently, they are bound to be more reluctant when faced with new 
management practices that could, in the short term, kill jobs. As a result, companies lose their competitive 
edge, owing to their inability to integrate new technologies or high-performance practices. 

RECOMMENDATiON FOR QUEBEC
Quebec, and Canada as a whole, would benefit by taking a leaf out the Scandinavian book and offering 
better social protection for all employees, whether unionized or not; this would increase employees’ sense 
of job security and, at the same time, create a more receptive climate for organizational changes. Making 
it easier to adopt new management practices would allow companies to respond better to a constantly 
evolving environment and become more competitive. In fact, these measures would benefit all employees. 
Currently, unions obtain guarantees that extend to unionized members only, and this marginalizes part of 
the workforce. Better social protection for all workers would also reduce the role and influence of union 
organizations in society. 
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Faced with difficulties very similar to those 
we are now experiencing in Quebec and 
the rest of Canada, the six countries studied 
undertook far-reaching reforms in the public 
sector, goods markets, business tax policy  
and the labour market. And clearly they  
were successful.
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CONCLUSiON

This 2012 Overview very clearly illustrates the crucial role played by productivity in determining people’s 
standard of living. Throughout the Western world, be it in Quebec or elsewhere in Canada, in the United 
States or Europe, growth in the standard of living over the past three decades has been attributable 
essentially to labour productivity gains. The other factors underlying the rise in the standard of living, i.e. 
work intensity, the employment rate and demographics, have had almost no effect overall. The Overview 
also points out the relatively weak labour productivity growth in Quebec and throughout Canada. The 
result is that growth in the standard of living in Quebec and across Canada over the past 30 years has 
unfortunately not kept pace with that in many OECD countries.

To solve this problem, it is essential that we focus seriously on the factors determining productivity growth 
and the standard of living, chief among them education. Our analysis of schooling among Quebeckers 
and other Canadians over the past 50 years shows that while Quebec has made major strides in terms of 
secondary schooling, to the point that there is no longer any difference today with the other provinces, 
a wide gap remains when it comes to university education. This is particularly worrisome in that the gap 
is not only with other Canadians, but also in comparison with many OECD countries that have seen 
consistent growth in their productivity and standard of living over the past three decades. 

While fewer Quebeckers attend university, it is certainly not because it is less geographically or financially 
accessible in Quebec. There are universities in many Quebec regions, and Quebec students enjoy both 
relatively low tuition and fairly generous student aid. The causes of Quebeckers’ lack of interest in 
university studies must certainly lie elsewhere, and it is urgent that we identify them. 

Obviously, education alone cannot explain everything. To try to understand, we analyzed the way things 
are done in six countries that have had remarkable economic success over the past 30 years: Finland, 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. More specifically, we looked at 
their economic management practices in the public sector, the competitiveness of their goods markets, 
their policy on taxation and assistance for business, and their labour markets. Then we compared their 
approaches with those of Quebec and Canada as a whole.

Our first conclusion was very clear. Most of these countries undertook reforms in the past three decades 
because they were faced with difficulties very similar to those we are now experiencing in Quebec 
and the rest of Canada. For the most part, their reforms sought greater efficiency by relying more on 
competition. They introduced in-depth reforms in the public sector (in particular the healthcare sector), 
goods markets (opening them up more to competition), business tax policy (making it very competitive) 
and the labour market (giving companies greater flexibility). Not all these reforms met with complete 
success, of course, but it must be admitted that they were productive overall.
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